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Abstract:
Pattern recognition/classification is increasingly drawing the attention of scientific research
because of its important roll in automation and human-machine communication. Even
though many models have been introduced to deal with classification, because of the
inherited imprecision and ambiguity, these models did not tackle the problem in an
efficient way. Traditional models deal only with statistical uncertainty (randomness) but
not with the non-statistical uncertainty (vagueness). Fuzzy set theory allows us to better
understand imprecision in both of its categories: vagueness and randomness. The
incorporation of fiazzy set theory in existing algorithms helped in many cases to improve
the performance and increase the efficiency of those algorithms.
This thesis will explore fuzzy logic as it pertains to pattern recognition. In order to
demonstrate fuzzy logic, the problem of recognizing the Arabic alphabet is discussed. In
this problem moments and central moments were used as discriminating features.
A fuzzy classifier was designed in a way that incorporated some statistical knowledge of
the problem in hand. Performance of this classifier was compared to a Bayesian classifier
and a neural network classifier. Performance, evaluation, and advantages and
disadvantages of each classifier is reported and discussed.
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Preface
Because of the importance and potential of automation and human-machine
communication, pattern recognition/classification is increasingly significant for scientific
research. Pattern classification can be viewed as a mapping process from an unknown
image, through a feature space, to a decision space.
Even though many models have been introduced to deal with classification, because of the
inherited imprecision and ambiguity, these models did not tackle the problem in an
efficient way. Traditional models deal only with statistical uncertainty (randomness) but
not with the non-statistical uncertainty (vagueness) that may appear in the meaning of a
word or definition.
In 1965 Zadeh1 proposed the concept of fuzziness and fuzzy set theory. Before this time,
conventional approaches to the analysis of large-scale systems were ineffective in dealing
with complex and/or mathematically ill-defined systems, which is often the case in the real-
world systems. Fuzzy set theory allows us to better understand imprecision in both of its
categories: vagueness and randomness. The idea was to generalize the concept of the
characteristic function of set to allow for relative grades ofmembership. Relative
membership provides a way to capture imprecision and fits very naturally into the
framework ofpattern recognition.
'The developer ofFuzzy set theory.
The incorporation of fuzzy set theory in existing algorithms helped in many cases to
improve the performance and increase the efficiency of those algorithms. Fuzzy set theory
has been incorporated in different disciplines, such as:
Control theory.
Expert systems.
Pattern recognition.
Medical diagnosis.
In the last twenty years, lots ofwork in pattern recognition incorporated fuzzy set theory.
Fuzzy algorithms were created to deal with feature analysis, clustering, and classification.
As a special pattern classification problem, optical character recognition attracted many
scientists who devoted time and effort to this problem. Optical character recognition is
used to translate human-readable characters to machine-readable codes, for example
ASCII. The prime purpose of such a process is to provide a fast, automatic input to
computers for either storage or further processing. Different techniques are being used to
deal with this problem. Different neural network architectures and many fuzzy logic
algorithms have been introduced as techniques to solve OCR problems.
This thesis will explore fuzzy logic as it pertains to pattern recognition and precise
character recognition. In order to demonstrate fuzzy logic, the problem of recognizing the
Arabic alphabet is discussed. Using the first 8 moments and central moments as
discriminating features, different classifiers are constructed and results are reported. These
classifiers include:
1 . A Bayesian classifier with both Euclidean andMahalanobis distances as
distance measure functions.
2. A multilayer feed-forward, backward error propagation neural network
classifier.
3 . A Fuzzy classifier.
Performance is evaluated and compared. The advantages and disadvantages of each
classifier is investigated.
Chapter one introduces fuzziness and pattern recognition as concepts. The questions of:
Why, How, and Where does fuzzy logic fit? Are addressed.
Chapter 2 introduces the Arabic language and describes the library that was created to be
used in modeling and testing the different classifiers. The mathematics ofmoments and
central moments are described.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 give the mathematical background of each classifier, and report their
respective performance.
Chapter 6 is dedicated to performance comparison, advantages and disadvantages of the
different classifiers. Proposed enhancements and future work are explored.
Chapter One
1. Fuzzy Pattern Recognition
Chapter one provides an overview of the pattern recognition problem and fuzzy set
theory. New techniques, such as fuzzy set theory, introduced a different way of looking at
the recognition problem.
1.1 Introduction
Building a machine that can capture an input, interpret that input, and eventually respond
differently to different inputs is still ofhigh importance and great interest for mankind.
The challenge started by building simple machines that classify distinct patterns and take
appropriate action. Human ambition and high expectations pushed towards building
machines that deal with more complex and more sophisticated problems. It is not enough
any more for a machine to be able to capture an image and only to segment it. It is more
important to identify the different objects and interpret them. Now, character recognition
machines that cannot handle hand printed script are not impressive, while once, not so
long ago, a machine that was able to recognize the Arabic numerals 0 through 9 printed
carefully, was a kind ofmagic.
1.2 Old solutions for new problems ??
New problems started to show up in the different fields ofhuman sciences and pure or
applied sciences. The changing nature and increasing complexity of the problems society
deals with revealed the limitations and weaknesses that surround the traditional models.
Fuzzy Pattern Recognition
What was sufficient once to represent, to model, and to solve all faced problems, is now
neither able to represent nor to model many of today's problems.
1.2.1 New Problems
The nature of the problems that humans try to solve has changed dramatically with the
passage of time. These problems can be categorized into three types : machine, human,
and human-machine.
1.2.1.1 Machine Systems
The main goal with machine systems, for example a voice recognition system, is to
give a high level of intelligence to machines. High level of circumstantial judgment and
complex automatic functions have developed as requirements in a broad range of
applications from general machinery to robotics, automated machinery and artificial
intelligence. At present, intelligence is captured through propositions in knowledge
engineering, where inference, evaluation, judgment and recognition are imitated.
However, when humans think, they use other illogical elements like intuition, belief,
confidence and inspiration. Those illogical elements are not captured by the existing
models, and it is virtually impossible to express them in terms of2-valued logic.
Humans work by bringing together the mass ofknowledge -common sense- and the
metaknowledge that complements it. If a machine could do this, it would achieve
human knowledge and ways of thinking.
1.2.1.2 Human Systems
Human systems, such as behavior models, are the buildings ofhuman models, that
introduce scientific methodology into the complicated, ambiguous problems ofman
and society. Social customs and institutions have not been able to keep up with the
rapid, recent technological development, and distortion has arisen. Up until now,
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modeling of such systems has been built on either extremely abstract or pure
mathematical models that do not take indefinite relations -ones that take more than
only
'yes'
or
'no' for an answer- into account. Ifhuman problems are modeled on
ambiguous andflexible forms, research in this field should accelerate.
1.2.1.3 Human/Machine Systems
In Human/Machine systems, for exampleMedical diagnosis, work is performed by
collaboration between humans and machines; it can not be done by either alone. In this
kind of system, the communication between the human and the machine is the core
point. If the communication is poor, then the performance of the system will not
improve. Hence, the simplification of the input process from people to machines, and
vice versa, is ofgreat importance. At present, people attack this problem by bringing
themselves to the level ofmachines, but in a high level human/machine system, the
level ofmachines must rise high enough to make communication easy. Machines must
be able to understand natural language and pictorial information, and at the same time,
be able to furnish information in a way that simulates human creativity and decision
making based on approximate, partial, and incomplete data.
1.2.2 Old Solutions
If the changing nature of the new problems are kept in mind, then a closer look at the
traditional logical and mathematical models would help in revealing their weaknesses and
limitations.
1.2.2.1 MathematicalModels
Mathematical models assign numerical values to the system variables and perform
mathematical operations on these variables. Some mathematical models follow physical
laws. This type ofmathematical model is able to get a clear, quantitative explanation for
the results after the process is done. However, if the problem is complex, many
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assumptions will be introduced, and it gets harder to validate some of them. On the other
hand, if the assumptions are too arbitrary, the model becomes unrealistic. Too precise a
model is as bad as one that is too rough.
Other mathematical models are built upon data collected from actual phenomena, and
modeling is done through a statistical process. Two main difficulties are associated with
this type ofmodel. The first one is the difficulty to interpret such models, especially when
dealing with human-based systems, since such systems should be understood qualitatively
as well as quantitatively. The second difficulty is in collecting large amounts ofuniform
data that is ofgreat importance to this kind ofmodels. The more complex the system
encountered, the more ill defined the word uniform becomes. When statistical operations
are performed, important data can be buried by large amounts ofworthless data.
1.2.2.2 LogicalModels
Recently, logical models have come into use. Some logical models, such as structural
models, represent graphically the presence or absence ofmutual relationships among the
principal factors that make up the problem. These structural characteristics appeal to the
human visual sense and simplify dealing with complex problems. Still, human intuition and
insight are necessities for proper interpretation. The problem with structural models is the
definition of the word relationship. Only a
"yes" "no"
representation is used to define a
relation.
On the other hand, predicate logic offers a different logical model used in cognitive
psychology as well as in artificial intelligence. It expresses human subjective and objective
knowledge as short propositions. These propositions can be used to model objects, even
ambiguous ones, but when used with predicate logic, their definitions and meanings must
be strictly determined. Once again the strictness of the 2-valued logic is the problem since
the subjects of the propositions are divorced from reality
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1.2.3 What is next!
At this stage, and to accommodate the changing nature of the problems new requirements
are needed. To compensate for the shortcoming of the current models, the new models
should be able to:
1 . express human experience, common sense, etc., in a form that machines can use.
2. Make models ofhuman feelings and language.
3 . Imitate human pattern recognition, overall judgment, and general understanding.
4. Convert information into a form that people can easily understand.
5. Compress large amounts of information.
6. Make models ofhuman psychology or behavior.
7. Make models of societal systems.
People realized that limitations inherited in the old models made them not suitable to
develop machines that can perform non-trivial cognitive tasks. New concepts were
introduced, and new techniques are being used. One of those new concepts that are
relatively young is fuzziness.
1.2.3.1 The Concept ofFuzziness
"Fuzziness is the ambiguity that can be found in the definition of a concept
or the meaning of a
word."Bezdek & Sankar in "Fuzzy modelsfor
pattern recognition ".
Imprecision in data and information gathered from and about the environment is either
statistical (e.g. There is a chance of90% that it will rain tomorrow in Rochester) or non
statistical (e.g., Adnan is an old person). Fuzzy theory is a mathematical theory that deals
with the second type of imprecision.
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It is very important to realize and to understand that randomness and fuzziness are two
different aspects ofuncertainty. The difference is confusing.
Two major criteria ifkept in mind would help to clarify this issue and to distinguish
between fuzziness and probability; they are:
Probability deals with random events, and the uncertainty ofprobability
generally relates to the occurrence of a phenomenon. For example, "it will rain
tomorrow" has the uncertainty ofphenomenological occurrences. On the other
hand fuzziness deals with non random imprecision, and tries to capture the
uncertainty inherited in the meaning of aword or a concept.
Passage of time affects probability and may change its value dramatically. For
example, the uncertainty of "It will rain
tomorrow"
comes about because of a
prediction made before tomorrow arrives, but things will be clarified when
tomorrow comes. It is the same thing with the uncertainty in "roll the dice and
get a three". Here also, uncertainty results from guessing before the roll, and if
actually the dice are rolled and tested, the proposition becomes certain.
However the uncertainty found in "Adnan is an old
person"
or "The weather is
nice
today" is not clarified by the passage of time. Ambiguity lies in the
meaning that is always attached to the word.
Fuzziness, as a mathematical concept, was developed recently -about 30 years ago- but
people have dealt with it since they started to think and transmit their thoughts and
information by means ofwords.
Everyone is involved with fuzziness. Probability on the other hand, and despite the fact
that it is much older than fuzziness as a mathematical concept, it is more directed towards
specific groups ofpeople. Ifprobabilitywas not known to the public through the
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announcements of the weather bureau, only people like scientists and engineers would
have anything to do with it.
Since probability was developed in the 17th century, engineers and scientists have used its
ideas in all aspects ofnatural sciences. However, it will be more advantageous, and the
effects will be immeasurable, if scientists and engineers make use of the idea of fuzziness.
The fact that fuzziness is something natural that everyone deals with in many aspects of
everyday life promotes this fact.
1.2.3.2 Where Do FuzzyModels Fit ?
Fuzzy models utilize fuzziness and are based on fuzzy set theory. They are used to capture
with greater flexibility various aspects of incompleteness or imperfection in whatever
information is available about a real process.
Fuzzy
models'
ability to model accurately hard problems promotes their existence. Still,
one should always remember that fuzzy models belong only whenever they can provide
either collateral or competitively better information about a physical process. After all, if
there are no results that can not be obtained from another method, or even if those similar
results are gained with simpler processing, it makes no sense to use the new methodology.
No one will disagree that Binomial distribution is, in some intuitive sense, an optimal
model to represent the flip of a fair coin. One could model this process with a fuzzy
technique, but the results would almost certainly be less satisfying, in terms of a natural
and verifiable representation of the process itself. On the other hand it would be more
natural and satisfactory to use a fuzzy model to represent the idea of "pretty close to 0" In
such a case the statistical model will be less satisfactory than the fuzzy model, because the
notion of chance is absent from our naive description of the process.
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1.3 Fuzzy Set Theory
Fuzzy set theory is the first formal mathematical theory that deals with fuzziness. In fuzzy
set theory, an element belonging to a set is a matter ofdegree. In the traditional -crisp- set
theory, a set divides the universe ofdiscourse into two groups: members (those that
certainly belong to the set) and non members (those that certainly do not), while a fuzzy
set is defined by assigning a value to every individual in the universe of discourse, that
represents the extent to which that individual captures the criteria represented by the fuzzy
set.
Every crisp set is fuzzy but not conversely. So, the mathematical embedding of
conventional set theory into fuzzy set theory is as natural as the idea of embedding the real
numbers into the complex plane. In both cases it is expected that the larger "space" will
contain answers to (real) questions that can not be found in the smaller one. Thus the idea
of fuzziness is one of enrichment to existing concepts, not replacement; that is what Zadeh
states in his "extension principal1"
"Rather than regarding fuzzy theory as a single theory, a "fuzzification" process
should be thought of as a methodology to generalize any specific theory from crisp
(discrete) to a continuous (fuzzy)
form."
1.3.1 Definitions
A fuzzy set of some universe U is a collection of objects from U where each object is
associated a degree ofmembership. Although the interval [0, l] is the one most commonly
used for representing the degree ofmembership, any arbitrary set with some natural full or
partial ordering can be used. In the following discussion, the range between [0, l] will be
assumed for the degree ofmembership or grade ofmembership. A degree ofmembership
of
"0"
of a fuzzy set element corresponds to an element that is not in an ordinary set; i.e.,
Zadeh, L. A., "Fuzzy sets", Inf. Control., Vol. 8 (1965), pp. 338-353.
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complete non-membership. On the other hand, degree ofmembership of
"1"
corresponds
to an element that is in an ordinary set; i.e., complete membership.
If the universe ofdiscourse is the set
X = {a,b,c,d,e,f)
Then a fiizzy subset, A of this universe could be defined as:
a belongs to A with a degree ofmembership 0.5
b belongs to A with a degree ofmembership 1
c belongs to A with a degree ofmembership 0.2
d belongs to A with a degree ofmembership 0.8
e belongs to A with a degree ofmembership 0.8
/ belongs to A with a degree ofmembership 0
The fuzzy subset S - {x1,x2,...,jcn} of the universe U , where x. has degree of
membership h5(xJ in S , is expressed by
n
S = ^us{x1)/xi
1=1
- US (*1 )/*! + US (X2 )/X2 + +US (*JA,
So, A could be written
A = {0.5/a,l.0/b,0.2/c,0.S/d,0.S/e}
The degree ofmembership is posted next to each element, and elements with
"0" degrees
ofmembership are omitted.
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Recalling the definition of the characteristic function of a set clarifies the exact relationship
between the notion of a fuzzy set and that of an ordinary set. For an ordinary set A, the
characteristic function is of the form
u/.U >{0,1}
For the fuzzy subset A, the membership function uA is
uA:U >[0,1]
The degree of a membership is a generalization of the characteristic function.
1.3.2 Membership Functions (a Similarity Measure)
Membership functions define a mapping between elements of the fuzzy setA to the
interval [0,1] . The higher the value of this function, the higher the degree to which that
member belongs to A. The degree ofmembership is a measure of similarity between the
object and other objects in the domain that possess the imprecise property that the
membership function represents. Membership functions come from data and people, and
intuition plays a great role in building up a membership function that represents a fuzzy
set. For example, let A be a fuzzy set of all real numbers close to zero
A = {x,. ; x. is close to 0}
A membership function for A could be:
u,(x) = -A
l + 10x2
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Figure 1-1. A possible membership function of the fuzzy set of real numbers close to zero.
Using this function, the grade ofmembership of each real number in this fuzzy set can be
determined. This value signifies the degree to which that number is close to 0. For
instance, the number 3 is assigned a grade of0.01, the number 0.25 has a grade of 0.62,
and the number 0 a grade of 1. If the fuzzy set is modified, a new membership function can
be built by modifying the membership function of the original fuzzy set. A new
membership function that represent the set ofnumbers which are very close to 0 could be
obtained by taking the square of the original function, that is
u'{x)=[uk?)
\2
very close to
"0"
= (close to "0")
1.3.3 Fuzzy Sets Basic Operators
The definition ofbasic operations on crisp sets can also be modified to be used with fuzzy
set theory. Those basic operations are: set complement, set intersection, and set union.
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For each of the three set operations, several different classes of functions have been
proposed. All those classes of functions share common properties. The original theory of
fuzzy sets was formulated by Zadeh with the following operators2 :
u2(x) -\-uA (x) (complement)
uAnB(x) = mm[uA(x),uB(x)] (intersection)
uAvB(x)=mSLX(uA(x)>uii(x)) (union)
When the membership grades are restricted to {0,1}, these functions will perform exactly
like the corresponding operators for crisp sets.
1.3.3.1 Complement
A complement of a fuzzy set is specified by a fixed function
c:[0,l] >[0,1]
Which assigns a value c(uA(x)) to eachmembership grade of the element x in the fuzzy set
representing the negation of the concept represented by A. In order for any function to be
considered a fuzzy complement, it must satisfy at least the following axiomatic
requirements:
Axiom cl: c(0) = 1 and c(l) = 0, so c behaves as a ordinary complement for
crisp sets (boundary conditions).
Axiom c2: For all a,b e[0,l], if a < b , then c(a) > c(b) ; that is c is
monotonic non-increasing.
As an example, the complement of A would be:
'' Klir, George andFolger, Tina, fuzzy sets, uncertainty and information, Prentic Hall, cl988.
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A \/
/ \^
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \
/ \.
\
A
Figure 1-2. A complement example; Uj(x) = \ UA (x).
1.3.3.2 Union
The union of two fuzzy sets A and B is specified by a function of the form
k:[0,1]x[0,1] >[0,1]
ua^b(x) = u[ua(x)>ub(x)]
In order for any function of this form to qualify as a fuzzy union, it must satisfy at least the
following axioms:
Axiom ul: (0,0) = 0; w(0,l) = u(l,0) = (1,1) = 1; that is, u behaves as the
classical union with crisp sets (boundary conditions).
Axiom u2:u(a, b) = u(b, a) ; that is, u is commutative.
Axiom u3: if a < a' and b < b' then u(a,b) < u(a',b'); that is, u is monotonia
Axiom u4: u{u(a,b),c) - u(a,u(b,c)); that is, u is associative.
An example for the union would be:
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--_ A I
0/
As=~/ \ <f 8
Figure 1-3. A union example, uAwB(x) = max(w^(x),MB(x)j.
1.3.3.3 Intersection
In general, fuzzy intersection of two sets A & B is specified by a function
i:[0,l]x[0,l]>[0,l]
A function of this form must satisfy the following axioms in order to be considered a fuzzy
intersection:
. Axiom il: i(U) = 1; i'(0,l) = z'(l,0) = i(0,0) = 0 ; that is, i behaves as the
classical intersection with crisp sets (boundary conditions).
Axiom i2: i(a,b) - i(b,d); that is, is commutative.
Axiom i3: if a<a' andZ><6', then i(a,b) < i(a',b'); that is, i is monotonia
Axiom i4: i{i(a,b),c) - i(a,i(b,c)); that is, i is associative.
As an example for such a function would be:
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Figure 1-4. An intersection example, UAr>B(x) = rmn[uA(x),uB(x)].
In addition to the fact that those functions are still the classical set of operators, they have
a very desirable feature. They prevent the compounding of errors of the operands. If any
error, e , is associated with the membership degrees uA(x) and uB(x), then the maximum
error associated with the membership grade of x m A , AkjB or Ar\B remains e
1.4 Pattern Recognition
During the last 25 years, classification of objects has become an important area of research
and practical applications in a variety of fields. Pattern recognition objectives are to
mechanize human perception and concept formation because of its potential in
man/machine communication. Several attempts have succeeded to program machines that
read printed characters, to screen electrocardiograms, to recognize speech, to identify
fingerprints, to interpret photographs, and many other applications.
1.4.1 Definitions
Pattern recognition can be defined as the classification of an object represented by data
into identifiable classes using representative features of this data. Mathematically speaking,
pattern recognition is a transformation from a measurement spaceM, to a feature space F,
and finally to a classification spaceP
M >F >P
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The operating stages ofpractical pattern recognition system are indicated in the next block
diagram.
( u ^
physical
system
V )
f \
measurement
space
V J
( t \feature
space
V J
f \
classification
space
V J
w w w\
Figure 1-5. Operating stages in a recognition system.
Pattern recognition is a broad field that spans a number of scientific disciplines. Those
fields are united in the process of finding a solution to the problem of categorizing
members ofgiven classes in a set containing fuzzy elements from many pattern classes. A
pattern class is a category or a set of objects with common or similar attributes. A pattern
is a description of a category representing a pattern class. Classification is being able to
decide to what class a pattern most likely belongs.
A physical system is characterized by its physical embodiments, which in turn, are
represented numerically by some set ofmeasurements making up what is called
"measurement space" Feature selection and extraction are mappings of the form X = f{Y),
by which a point Y\yx ,y2,...,yQ) in the Q dimensional measurement space is transformed
into a point X{xx , x2 , . . . , xN ) in the iV-dimensional "feature space" Usually a "feature space"
has a finite lower dimension than that of the "measurement space" (TV < Q). The last stage
will be, to find a function D that will map the point X from the feature space into the set of
labeled vectors W = {wl,w2,...,wc}, where wt represents class / .
"Pattern Classification" can be defined as the process of deriving a rule, by which a label is
attached to a physical object generally through one or more translations of the object's
internal representations.
objects Y(yy2,...,yQ)^X{x],x2,...,xN)^wi
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In the ideal world, perfect features make classifier design trivial; conversely, a universal
classifierwould give error-free performance with any set of features.
feature 2 -
"
W1
.V1
D
8%
feature 1
Figure 1-6. Two disjoint pattern classes.
1.4.2 Pattern Recognition Problems
The design of a pattern recognition system generally involves some major problems:
How to represent the measured data of the object to be recognized. Each of
the measured quantities describes a characteristic of the pattern. This is a
problem dependent issue; binary numbers, decimal numbers or even linguistic
variables may be used. Measured values are usually arranged as a pattern
vector
Y = [yuy2,-;ye]
Those vectors usually represent a point in an Q -dimensional Euclidean space.
A class can be viewed as an ensemble of points scattered within some region in
the measurement space.
The selection and extraction of features. If a complete set of discriminatory
features for each pattern class can be determined from the measured data, the
recognition will face little difficulty. Of course, such a wish is extremely
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difficult ifnot impossible to satisfy. Through the selection ofthe most effective
features, the dimensionally of the measurement vector can be reduced and
processing time will be spared. Good feature selection implies maximizing the
distance between classes and minimizing distance between patterns in the same
class.
How the pattern space Swill be partitioned into c "pattern regions" Now,
there are different unlabeled data points expressed by -hopefully-proper
features in the multidimensional feature space. Amachine that will decide to
which pattern class these points belong to is to be built. Assume that the
machine is to recognize different classes, denoted by w, ,w2 , . . . , wc . The
recognition problem is to generate decision boundaries that will separate the c
pattern classes on the basis of observed measurement vectors.
<i1(x),<i2(x),...,<ic(x) the division functions are called discriminate functions
and generated by discriminant function generators (DFG). A block diagram of
a pattern classifier is shown next in Figure 1-7 Discriminate functions are
scalar and single-valued functions of the pattern x . If the i-th discriminate,
di (x) , has the largest value for a pattern x , then x ewt. That is, if
a?,(x) > dj(x) for i,j=l,2,..c and i^j then x ew, . Discriminate functions are
generated in a variety ofways. When apriori knowledge about the patterns to
be recognized is available, some deterministic (for example minimum distance
classifier) or probabilistic techniques may be used. When only qualitative
knowledge about the patterns is available, reasonable guesses of the forms of
the decision functions can be made. To achieve satisfactory performance, a
sequence of adjustments is carried out. Generally, there exist little, if any a
priori knowledge. These classifiers, are best designed using training or learning
procedures. Arbitrary decision functions are initially assumed, and through a
sequence of iterative training, optimal discriminate function will be developed.
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dk(x)
DFG
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DFG
Figure 1-7. Block diagram of a pattern classifier.
1.4.3 Pattern Recognition Approaches
Motivated by the ways in which pattern classes are defined and characterized, different
approaches have been used for the pattern recognition problem.
1.4.3.1 Template-MatchingApproach
This is an intuitive approach used in the early development ofpattern recognition. In
the template matching approach, patterns are usually represented in terms of their raw
data. The classification process is nothing but matching the unknown input to each
stored template, one by one, and the matching criterion (e.g. correlation) used, directly
reflects the similarity between the two.
1.4.3.2 Decision-TheoreticApproach
This approach is based on classification rules that are formulated and derived in a
mathematical framework. In the decision theoretic approach, a pattern is represented
by TV features; i.e., a vector in TV-dim feature space
X |^Xj, x2, ..., xwj
x, , x2 , . . . , xN are measurement values taken for the pattern.
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The decision-making process is based on a similarity measure, which, in turn, is
expressed in terms of a distance measure, a likelihood function or a deterministic
function. The mathematical approach may be divided into two categories, deterministic
and statistical.
The deterministic approach is based on a mathematical framework that does not
employ explicitly the statistical properties of the pattern classes. A good example
would be the minimum distance classifier. On the other hand, the statistical approach,
employs explicitly the statistical properties of the pattern classes and may even
estimate missing parameters to come up with a mathematical rule: a discriminate
function. A well known example would be Bayes classification rules.
1. 4. 3.3 Syntactic Approach
In this approach, a pattern is represented as a string, a tree, or a graph ofpattern
primitives and their relations. This approach is based upon drawing an analogy
between the hierarchical structure ofpatterns and the syntax of a language. The
recognition process is accomplished by performing a syntax analysis of the sentence
describing the given pattern. Being able to select and classify the pattern primitives and
their relationships is very important to make an effective recognition system, since the
composition ofpatterns from primitives are usually governed by the formal language
theory. The approach is often referred to as the "linguistic approach"
1.5 Fuzzy Mathematical Pattern Recognition
Imprecision (or ambiguity) and fuzziness are inherent in pattern recognition problems. At
the feature level, and because of instrumental error, or the high expense incurred in
extracting a very precise exact data for a feature, some features may have imprecise or
incomplete specification. Because of the possible importance of this data and instead of
ignoring or discarding them from the design of test sets, fuzzy set theory could be used.
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This input data could be presented as an array ofmembership values denoting the degree
ofpossession of certain properties. At the classification level, fuzzy set theory could be
used for representing class membership of objects and for providing an estimate (or a
representation) ofmissing information in terms ofmembership values. A pattern may
belong to more than one class with certain degrees ofmembership. Therefore, fuzzy set
theory can be incorporated in the handling ofuncertainties (arising from deficiencies in the
available information caused by, among others, incomplete, imprecise, ill-defined, not-
fully-reliable, vague and contradictory data and information) in various stages of a pattern
recognition system.
Before fuzzy set theory was introduced, and like different proposed models, pattern
recognition models dealt with only statistical imprecision or randomness but never with
non-statistical imprecision or vagueness.
The theory of fuzzy sets and its subsequent developments provides the suitable
mathematical techniques to analyze complex systems where indeterminacy is due to
inherent variability and/or vagueness (fuzziness) rather than randomness.
Fuzzy set theory has proved itself to be of significant importance in pattern recognition
problems.
Figure 1-8 shows a detailed pattern recognition system. The following discussion will
show how fuzzy approaches will fit and integrate into the classical system as a natural
result of their apparent utility, rather than force them into the system because they exist.
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ProcessDescription
Design, Test Data
Feature Analysis
V
Classifier Design
Cluster Analysis
Figure 1-8. Elements of a typical numerical pattern recognition system.
1.5.1 Process Description
This part is concerned with the way a certain process of interest will be represented for
study. In pattern recognition, individual objects and their relationships with each other
governs, is governed by, or both the process. The most familiar choice is the
representation of objects within the process by (sets or fuzzy sets of) numbers.
In numerical pattern recognition, two data structures are used: object data vectors (feature
vectors, pattern vectors) and pair wise relational data (approximates similarities). In the
case ofobject data vectors, we may represent them as fuzzy sets, where, because of
inherited ambiguity and uncertainty, those object belong to more than one class with
different degrees ofmembership. When used for training, this membership will be taken
into consideration. In the case of relational data, i.e., natural relations as expressed by
human experts, or induced relations generated by a (dis)similarity function, lots of
uncertainty and imprecision may be encountered. Fuzzy theory gives us the tools to
capture this.
1.5.2 Feature Analysis
This process refers to a collection ofmethods that are used to explore and improve raw
data that are chosen and collected during process description. One major operation in this
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process is the preprocessing of the patterns where operations like scaling, normalization,
smoothing and various other
"clean-up" techniques are used. Fuzzy models have been
developed for these techniques. These fuzzy techniques3 are more precise than the
corresponding non fuzzy ones.
1.5.3 Cluster Analysis
Given any finite data set X of objects, the problem of clustering in X is to assign object
labels that identify natural subgroups in the set. Those subgroups are homogenous subsets,
where elements of each subgroup are as similar as possible to each other and, at the same
time, as different from those of the other sets as possible. If the objects used are unlabeled,
then this type ofproblem is called unsupervised learning. Lots of fuzzy clustering
techniques have been developed, and their performance beats that of classical -non fuzzy-
ones. Conventional clustering techniques assume that an object can belong to one and only
one class. In practice, the separation of clusters is a fuzzy notion, and hence the concept of
fuzzy subsets offers special advantages over conventional clustering by allowing
algorithms to assign each object a partial or distributed membership to each of the
clusters. Thus, the fuzzy model4 provides a richer and more flexible solution structure, one
that models the real object with a finer degree of detail than the harshness that crisp
models impose on the problem.
1.5.4 Classifier Design
Classifier design refers to finding a hard or fuzzy partition of the feature space. The
difference between clustering and classification is that clustering gives labels for a
subsetX, which belongs to
Rp
, while the classifier, would be able, once designed, to label
any data point
gRp Mathematically speaking, we are trying, usually using labeled data,
3 Bezdek andSankar, Fuzzy models for pattern recognition.
4 Bezdek andSankar, Fuzzy models for pattern recognition.
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i.e. supervised learning, to find the parameters of a classifier D This process may be
explicit (e.g. discriminate functions, nearest prototype) or implicit (e.g. multi-layered TW,
K-NN rules).
The final result of any classifier, should be at the end a hard label, which will assign the
data point into a single class. This is usually done, by either defuzzifying the output or
using a hard classifier that will use fuzzy set theory somewhere upstream, and the final
result will be hard labels.
The enhancement in performance for some fuzzy classifiers, may be attributed to the idea
of imbedding: a better solution to a crisp problem could be achieved by looking at a larger
space at first, which usually has less constraints and will allow for more freedom to avoid
errors forced by having to deal with hard answers at intermediate stages.
A representative example would be, to take the three dimensional unit cube, where c=3 .
A hard label vector set in R3 -the whole dimensional space- :
N3 = {YcR3\yk=l,yk e {0,1} for ally]
Fuzzy label vector set in
R3 is:
Nf3 = {Y e i?3| yk = \;yk e[0,l] for ally)
TV3 consists of the three standard unit vectors (l,0,0),(0,l,0),(0,0,l) and Nf3 is its convex
hull.
7V3 ={e},e2,e3}, while Nf3 is the triangle itself. Y shown in the Figure 1-9 represents a
typical fuzzy label; 0 < yk < 1 , such that yY + y2 + y3 - 1 . Columns ofhard c-partitions
U'mMc are column vectors from 7VC, while fuzzy c-partitions U'mMfc are column
vectors from Nfc, respectively. With Nfc, a classifier on Rp as any function D imaged in
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Nfc. So a classifier D is a special kind ofvector field, the value of D at any point xei?'
is Y = D(x) , the label vector for x in Nfc.
e3=(0,0,1)
=(0,1,0)
e1=(1.0,0)
Figure 1-9. Hard and fuzzy label vectors ( for c=3 classes ).
At this point two classifiers could be defined, a crisp classifier:
D:RP >NC<=RC
and a fuzzy classifier
D:RP >Nfc(^Rc
Where
N c TV c
Rc
C JC
With this notation, D is a crisp (or hard or conventional) classifier if and only if the image
of Rp under D is Nc (d\rp ] = Nc); otherwise, the classifier is fuzzy. A defuzzification
process will be performed to get hard labels for the fuzzy outputs. A good defuzzification
process would be to choose the nearest prototype.
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Chapter Two
2. Arabic Character Recognition
This chapter describes the Arabic character recognition problem as a special case of the
character recognition problem which is a special case of the pattern recognition problem.
Through the chapter, a description of the language and the library that was built for this
work will be introduced.
2.1 Character Recognition Problem, a General description
Character recognition is a famous pattern recognition problem. Character recognition is
concerned with converting human readable text into machine readable format. It has been
an active area of research lately, not only because it improves man-machine
communications but because it has many other scientific aspects:
Simulating human reading capabilities is the ultimate goal of character recognition.
Providing a solution for automatically processing huge amounts of data (for
example the postal code).
Office automation and data entry.
Signature verification, writer identification, document analysis, etc.
2.2 Recognition difficulties
The nature of the character recognition problem is wide and diverse. The problem's
difficulty varies from that associated by processing separate, monofont machine printed
Arabic CharacterRecognition
characters, to that associated by processing multifont printed characters and handwritten
script.
As is the case for all pattern recognition problems, character recognition difficulty depends
on the apriori selection of an optimum feature set and a decision function. Still, the
character recognition problem greatly depends on many other factors, such as:
Whether the recognition system is on line or offline.
The nature of the language that will be recognized:
1 . How big is the character set (for example Kanji has about 2000 - 6000
characters)
2. Is the character set cursive or stroke based.
3 . Are the characters similar or not.
Will the system deal with connected script or well isolated characters and do they
overlap or not.
Will the system deal only with one font (monofont) or with more than one font
(multifont).
How good is the quality of the script; i.e., the captured images.
2.3 Recognition approaches
There are two major approaches to build a character recognition system, the structural or
syntactic approach and the classification or features analysis approach.
2.3.1 Syntactic approach
In the syntactic approach, a description of a given input in terms of its primitive sub-parts
is generated. Pattern primitives such as vertical and horizontal strokes are chosen apriori
by the user, and their relations are described by a formal language or a grammar. In such
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an approach, a pattern is a sentence in the language described by the given grammar, and
the recognition process is performed by parsing the sentence.
2.3.2 Feature analysis approach
In this approach a set of characteristic measurements -features- are extracted from the
input pattern and will be used to recognize it. The feature analysis approach is more
popular, and the character recognition systems based on this approach are more widely
used. All the features of all the patterns, togetherwith their pattern assignments, compose
the feature space of the recognition system. In a properly chosen feature space, every
pattern is assigned a unique partition. Amore detailed description of a feature analysis
based character recognition system is next.
2.4 Feature analysis based character recognition system
A representative block diagram of a feature analysis based character recognition system
may be seen in Figure 2.1.
Document
Scanning
Stage
V )
f \
Preprocessing
Stage
^. J
f \
Segmentation
Stage
f \
Feature
Extraction
^ Stage _,
ASCII
Recognition k.
W
Stage
I J FILE
Figure 2-1. Character recognition system.
A feature analysis based character recognition system is usually composed of the following
stages:
Scanning stage.
Preprocessing stage.
Segmentation stage.
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Feature extraction stage.
Recognition stage.
Each stage has a specific function in the recognition process.
2.4.1 scanning stage
This stage is responsible for digitizing the text, or converting script into an image and
submitting it to the next stage. Digital cameras have been used to capture images of text,
but the most popular devices for this task are scanners. Scanners capture an image of the
script in two different formats, gray scale or binary, with a scanning resolution varying
from 100 to 600 DPI (dots per inch) or more. In binary images, each dot -pixel- is
represented by a single bit and may take the value of either "1" or "0" On the other hand,
in gray scale images, each pixel is represented by 8 bits with a value that ranges from 0 to
255.
2.4.2 preprocessing stage
The preprocessing stage is a very important preparation stage. The processes done in this
stage are useful for the following stages. The more accurate they are performed, the more
accurate the recognition system will be. Good examples for such processes are:
Thresholding: The image is transformed from a gray level image into a binary
image.
Noise reduction: This process takes binary or gray images and tries to get rid of
the noise introduced at the scanning stage. Different types ofnoise such as white
noise or random noise are dealt with using different noise reduction schemes.
Contour tracing: This process is applied to the binary representation of the image,
and only the border points (pixels) are stored. Some features, such as the Fourier
shape descriptors, require that the border of the character be extracted first.
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Thinning: The thinning process will transform the binary image of the character to
a one pixel thick image. Some of the feature extraction techniques require such a
representation, since it makes their jobs more accurate. A good example of a
feature extraction process would be the "stroke vector sequence", where the
character is represented as a sequence ofhorizontal, vertical and slanted strokes.
Skeletonization: A skeleton may be defined as a set ofpoints that has nearly equal
distances from two or more points of the pattern contour. Skeletonization
simplifies the data structure needed to represent and process the pattern, and
reduces the processing time and resources needed to process the essential structure
of the patterns under processing.
2.4.3 Segmentation Stage
Segmentation is the process of isolating the image objects that will be passed to the
feature extraction stage. This process reduces the domain of the recognition problem from
the infinite domain of recognizing an unlimited number ofwords into the finite domain of
recognizing a limited number ofbasic blocks (characters). The segmentation process is a
difficult process. Its difficulty depends on the nature of the language -cursive or stroke
based, the nature of the writing -script or separate characters, and whether its hand written
or machine printed.
The segmentation process for the character recognition problem can be divided into three
levels: line, word, and character.
Line segmentation: is responsible for locating the boundaries of each line of text.
Line boundaries can be determined by looking for the horizontal gaps in the image.
These are identified by the full row ofpixels with zero value. The identified rows
are then checked top down or visa versa to determine the top and bottom of each
text line.
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Word segmentation: is responsible for locating the boundaries of each word in the
isolated lines. Word boundaries can be determined by looking for the vertical gaps
in the segmented line, and checking them to identify the beginning and ending of
words.
Character segmentation: is responsible for locating the boudoirs of each character.
This task is problem dependent.
Looking for horizontal gaps may not be enough in the case of script text or in
cases where characters are overlapping. Contour tracing and/or thinning
algorithms might be needed to detect the boundaries ofdifferent characters.
2.4.4 Feature extraction stage
This stage is responsible for transforming the images of the segmented characters from the
measurement domain to a feature domain. The feature domain has less dimentionality and
hopefully is capable of representing the different characters. The ultimate goal of this
stage is to produce the most descriptive and least expensive (in terms of computation time
and effort) features. Those features will be used by the classifier to assign the character to
its true class..
There is a number of famous features that are related to the character recognition problem.
Good examples of such features are Fourier shape descriptors and moments.
Fourier shape descriptors: A Fourier transform of the contour of the character is
computed, and usually the first ten harmonics are sufficient to build a good
recognition system1.
jV-l
F(u) =
-f(x)WZ<
N7~Q
1 Shunji, Ching, andKazuhiko, Historical Review ofOCRResearch andDevelopment. , Proceedings of the
IEEE, Vol. 80, No. 7, July 1992.
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K = *M-jfK
Where N is of the form N = 2"
Moments: Moments and Central Moments ofthe character pixels about the center
ofgravity have been used intensively in character recognition2The two
dimensional (p, q)th order moment of a density distribution function p(x, y) can
be expressed as follows:
\\p{x,y)xpyqdxdy
Where
p,q = 0,1,2,-..
p(x, y) is a piecewise continuous function.
In the case ofdigital functions mpq will be expressed by:
co oo
un = mLxPyqp(x>y)
-co oo
Where p(x, y) is a digital function.
The central moments are expressed as:
co co
upq = \ J(x - x)"(y - y)qp{x,y)dxdy
0000
In the case of digital function:
2Shunji, Ching, andKazuhiko, Historical Review ofOCRResearch and Development., Proceedings of the
IEEE, Vol. 80, No. 7, July 1992.
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where x = -^- , y = ^L
2.4.5 Recognition stage
At this stage, a discriminator will utilize the features extracted from analyzing the
character to arrive at a recognition decision. Mathematically speaking, the discriminator
will map a point in the feature space into a point in the decision space. Newly born
classifiers such as neural networks are being used, as well as old statistical classifiers such
as Bayesian classifier or even modified versions of some those classifiers, such as fuzzy
^TNN classifiers.
2.5 Arabic Character recognition
Character recognition has received considerable attention lately. Several methods have
been proposed to recognize Latin, Hebrew, and Kanji but work on Arabic characters has
been sparse. There are major differences in structure ofwriting between Arabic and other
languages.
To clarify this point, and since this work will be dedicated to the recognition ofArabic
writing, a detailed description of the structure ofArabic writing system and its properties
and difficulties will be presented.
2.5.1 Arabic, a BriefDescription
The Arabic language is a cursive vocalized script language written from right to left. The
language uses a set of characters called theArabic alphabet that serves as a script for
many languages, like Farsi and Urdu.
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\ t_J di E c t J j J
ALEF BAH TAH THAH JEAM HAH KHAH DAL THAL F1AH
j L>" i_y> LK> u Ja ii &
ZEIN SEEN SHEEN SSAD DAD TTA ZZA AYN GHAYN
l_fl c3 A J r U t J l
PHA KKAF KAF LAM MEAM NOON HAH WAW YAA
Figure 2-2. The 28 stand aloneArabic characters.
The Arabic alphabet consists of 28 basic characters shown in Figure 2-2. These characters
consist from a main body and 5 different stress marks shown in Figure 2-3.
3 dots 2 dots 1 dot Hamza Mada
Figure 2-3. Arabic stress marks.
The Arabic characters differ from other systems of characters in their structure and in the
way they connect to form words. The same character may take different shapes according
to its position in the word. This increases the Arabic characters to about 60 different
shapes. Sixteen letters of the Arabic alphabet can be collected into groups of letters in
which they share the same main body but differ in the stress marks. Figure 2-4 shows
some examples.
t t C t E
ii UJ u
Figure 2-4. Examples of characters that differ only in the use of the stress marks.
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In Addition to the connectivity characteristic ofArabic script, the vowel diacritics are an
essential part of the written Arabic. The presence or absence of vowel diacritics indicates
different meanings between what otherwise be the same word. For example
"^Uuj^o"
(madrasah) can indicate the Arabic for either
"school"
or "teacher". If the word
is isolated, diacritics are essential to distinguish between either of these meanings. Now a
days it is more common not to employ these diacritics, but still they can be found in old
script or in some confined areas.
The following table gives a brief comparison between Arabic, Latin, Herb and Hindi
scripts.
Characteristics Arabic Latin Hebrew Hindi
Justification R-to-L L-to-R R-to-L L-to-R
Cursive Yes No No Yes
Diacritics Yes No No Yes
Number ofVowels 2 5 11 0
Different Rep. ofLetters 1-4 1 1 1
Number of letters 28 26 22 40
SupplementLetters 3 0 0 0
Table 2-1 .Comparison ofwriting systems for four languages
2.5.2 Arabic, properties and difficulties
When dealing with Arabic character recognition, special care should be taken. Techniques
developed for classifying characters in other languages cannot be used directly for
recognizing Arabic characters. This fact arises from many structural differences, such as:
Arabic text is written from right to left and recognition is expected to be in the
same direction. This will allow for connection with speech synthesis machine or
linguistic checking for the recognized words.
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In Arabic, unlike English, most of the characters of a word are connected along a
base line. This property has been used heavily affects the decision of segmentation
algorithms.
Whereas English characters can appear in only two shapes (upper and lower case),
Arabic characters can have up to four different shapes. This will increase the
different classes to be classified from 28 up to 60, and will complicate building a
practical recognition system.
Many Arabic characters have dots that are positioned at suitable distances above
or below the letter body. Dots can be single, double or triple. Different Arabic
letters can have the same body and differ in the number of dots identifying them.
Noise introduced by the scanning process makes it very hard to detect these dots
and their number. Getting red of such noise is a hard process specially with small
fonts.
Some Arabic characters use special marks to modify the letter accent, such as
Hamza'
or
Mada' ' which are positioned at certain distances from the
letter.
Arabic uses another type of special characters as short vowels, called diacritics.
When they are used, they appear above or below the characters and viewed as
isolated characters.
To preserve the beauty ofArabic script, some letters are positioned to overlap
with the neighboring letters, which adds more complications to the segmentation
process.
Arabic characters vary in size, even when using the same font of text. Special
consideration should be taken when classification features are to be chosen. It is
preferable to use size invariant features.
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Some characters only appear at the beginning or the end of a word or sub word.
An Arabic word could have one or more sub words. Knowing this fact will help in
eliminating unreasonable alternatives.
2.5.3 Detailed description of the problem of concern
Building a character recognition system in general involves lots ofdifficulties. The added
properties of the Arabic language make building a recognition system for it even harder.
Many Arabic characters are similar because many of them have the same main body and
differ only in minor marks added to that body. This property is the main idea behind all the
work done here. An unknown character may belong to more than one class of similar
characters with different degrees of confidence. This assumption made it very appealing
to take similarity measures into consideration when building a classifier for this language.
Here comes the role of fuzzy set theory, which promotes the idea of an object belonging
to an extent to different sets at the same time.
The main goal of this work is to investigate the role of fuzzy set theory in building an
Arabic character recognition system and not to physically build one. Keeping this goal in
mind, the following assumptions will hold:
Only the basic 28 standalone characters will be classified (i.e., as if segmentation
was 100% correct). This set contains many similar characters. So, it is reasonable
to generalize the study performed on this subset to give a good view of the role of
fuzziness in building a practical Arabic classifier that will recognize all the 60
different shapes.
This system will similarly deal only with machine printed characters with fixed size,
basically for the same reason. A later study can investigate the role of fuzziness in
dealing with hand written Arabic text.
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Moments and central moments will be the discriminating features. Previous work
done by many researchers incorporated moments, and proved that they are good
features for Arabic3
As part of the current investigation, three different classifiers were built: a
statistical classifier, a neural network classifier, and a fuzzy classifier. Each
classifier will be examined on its own, in a separate chapter.
To devote all the effort towards investigating the role of fuzziness, all the
simulation was performed on a library developed for this investigation of the 28
classes. A more detailed description of the library is in the next paragraph.
2.5.3.1 Library description
A moderate library of32x32 pixel binary images of the Arabic characters has been built. It
contains a total of200 files of28 characters each. Each file consists of 896 (32x28) rows
and 32 columns ofbinary values (0,1).
Sets of 10 samples of each character were initially scanned at 300 DPI. Using an image
processing package4, characters were separated to make up 280 samples, 10 of each. Each
sample was scaled to fit a 32X32 square. Ten files of 28 characters each were built using
the scanned samples. That was the basic group of files upon which the rest of200 files
were constructed, using the same package.
To imitate the scanning process, different kinds ofnoises, filters, thinning and thickening
operations and some rotational effects were introduced. The resulting library has enough
diversity to represent most of the deficiencies that may be introduced to a scanned image.
In certain cases, the amount ofdistortion that was introduced was too much, making it
hard even for humans not distinguish the character.
3H. Al-Yousefi and S. S. Udpa, Recognition ofArabic Characters, IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis
andMachine Intelligence, Vol. 14, No. 8, August 1992.
4 Adobe photoshop.
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Building the library was a fast process for collecting data. It would have taken much more
time if text was to be scanned. Some examples of the files are presented in Figure 2-5.
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3
V
i
9
^
^
^
t
3 ^
3
<**
41
3
^
3
S
1
LJ
WJ
9
<=
*
c_
e
3
^3
Vs
-J
4i
-
V
Figure 2-5. Samples of files from the library.
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Chapter Three
3. Statistical Classifier
This chapter describes a statistical classifier that was built for recognizing the Arabic
alphabet. Different distance measures were used: Euclidean distance, averageMahalanobis
distance and class Mahalanobis distance.
3.1 Statistical Pattern Recognition
Statistical pattern recognition is a non-deterministic approach to assign an unknown
pattern to a prespecified class. Statistical classifiers arrive at a classification decision by
using the statistical properties ofpattern classes.
3.2 Basic Elements of the Classification Problem
In this chapter, the following assumptions and terminology will be used. Suppose there are
c possible classes or states ofnature, Q = {wx , w2 , . . . , wc } . A pattern x belongs to class wj
c
with aprioriprobability P{wt), where P(wJ> 0 and ^P(w,) = 1.
Pattern x is a d -component vector in a d -dimensional feature space; x = (x, , x2 , . . . , xd ) . x
is assumed to be random. Its values are governed by multivariate probability density
function P(x|w.).
Statistical Classifier
The set of a possible classification actions or decisions may be defined as a set
A = { <Zj , a2 , . . . , aa } . The action a. is interpreted as the decision that w. is the true state
ofnature. If action a, is taken and the true state ofnature is wp then the decision is
correct only if/ = /. The number of corresponding actions a may be more than the
number of corresponding states ofnature c; a>c supports actions other than
classification actions; rejection for example.
The goal to design a decision rule D that will assign a pattern x to one of the c classes
should be kept in mind. The decision may be governed by reducing certain loss criterion.
Let A^a,. -w^j be the loss criterion to be minimize. It represents the loss incurred for taking
actionai when the state ofnature is w .
This part of the work is based on a Bayes decision theory. This theory designs D in a way
to reduce the average loss per decision.
3.3 Bayes Decision Theory
Bayes theory is a powerful statistical technique to the problem ofpattern recognition.
Bayes assumes that the decision problem is modeled in probabilistic terms with all the
relevant probability values known. He defines a loss criterion and tries to minimize it. The
theory is based on extracting aposteriori knowledge from apriori data.
Bayes theory is based on the following statistical rule:
, . , p(b\a)p(a)
p(a\b) = y
' \ ;v ' ; P(B)
since
P(A,B) = P(A\B)P(B) = P(B\A)P{A)
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To introduce Bayes theory, we start with a simple limited 2-category classification
example. This example may be generalized to give a better understanding of the general
case ofBayes theory.
3.3.1 Two-Category Classification
In this case, the problem is to assign unknown patterns to one of only two different states
ofnature. The following assumptions may be used:
There are 2 classes or states ofnature; Q = {w1 ,w2 }
The apriori probability of each class, P(w;.) for / = 1,2, is known.
A pattern x is represented by only one feature; x = [xt } = [x]
The feature x is assumed to be random with known state-conditional
probability densityfunction P[x\wi ) .
There are only two actions corresponding to each class A = {ai,a2}.
If only the apriori probabilities P(wJ and P(w2) are to be used, then a logical decision
rule could be:
Decide w^ ifP{wl)> P{w2); otherwise decide w2.
In this case the probability of error is the smaller of P(w} ) and P{w2 ) .
To achieve better performance, the measured feature of the pattern x may be used.
P(x|w,) and P(x|w2) are theprobability densityfunctions of the feature x knowing that
the state ofnature is w1 or w2.
The difference between P(x|>v1) and P(x|w2) shows the difference in feature x between
the two states ofnature; w} and w2. This can be seen in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1. State-conditional probability density functions.
What will be more helpful is a rule that knowing the value of the feature, decides the state
ofnature: P(-w.|x). Bayes' rule describes a way to get this aposteriori probability.
P{wt\x) =
p(x\w)p{wi)
p(x)
'
where
p(*)=2>(40pK)
;=i
In this case, there are only 2 loss cases:
Deciding action ax while the state of nature is w2, A(a,|w2), and deciding action a2
while the state of nature is w}, Aya^wJ.
The probability of error is:
P(error \x) = <
'P(w,\x)
P(w2\x)
if the decision was w1
if the decision was w,
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The average probability of error is :
oo oo
P(error) = j P(error,x) dx = J P(error|x)/?(x) dx
-co -oo
The error will be minimized by deciding wl if p(wj|x) > P(w2|x), and w2 if
P(>f2|x) > P(wj|x). Since for all x, p(error|x) is as small as possible, the average
probability of error must be as small as possible.
Hence, to minimize the average probability of error, the following decision rule may be
used:
Decide wjt if P(w;.|x) > P(w,|*) ,
Y/'
* i
.
Next, Figure 3-2 shows Bayes' decision rule graphically.
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P(X\W)P(W)
i
P(x|vv ).P(w2)
P(X\W).P(W)
Feature x
P(x) i I
(a)
Feature x
P I
r
I
(b)
o 1.0
b
a
P(W|x)\
.
b
i
I
i
t
P(w\x) .
y
(c)
Feature x
Figure 3-2. (a) State-conditional density functions scaled by P(wi)=0.3
and P(w2)=0.7 (b) P(x) (c) A posteriori probability P(wj |x).
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3.3.2 Bayes' Theory, the Continuous Case
This is the general case where :
Number of states ofnature is c ; Q = [w^ , w2 , . . . ,wc } .
Pattern x is represented by multiple features; x = (xj , x2 , . . . , xd ) .
Number of actions or decisions is a; A = {a1,a2,...,aa}
Bayes'
theory generalizes to:
pUkM^,)
P(^|x):
pU)
where
p(x) =XMxk.)p(w.)
7=1
In this case, calculating the error (loss) is more complex. The expected loss associated
with taking action a , is
^rt=z^KW^ri.
>=i
R[ai |x) is known as the conditional risk. Since R{ai |x) is the conditional risk associated
with action a, and since the decision rule specifies the action, the overall risk is given by
R = \R(a{x)\x)p{*)
The overall risk could be minimized by taking the minimum "conditional risk" for all the
values of x . In this case, the following decision rule may be used:
compute the conditional risk for i-\,2,...,a, and choose the action atfor
which R[aj |x) is minimum.
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3.4 The Classifier
A natural criterion to build a classifier is to reduce the conditional risk and minimize the
average probability of error.
Different loss functions have been used. A reasonable loss function to be used with the
character recognition problem is the so-called zero-one or symmetrical loss function.
When such loss function is used with Bayes' decision rule, the classifier is called
"Minimum Error Rate Classifier (MERC)
"
3.4.1 Minimum Error Rate Classifier (MERC)
MERC uses the zero-one loss function. This loss function assigns a loss of one unit to any
error; action a. is taken while the correct state ofnature is w .. It assigns no loss for
correct decisions, action a, taken for state ofnature wr
The zero-one loss function is defined as:
4,w^h /,i = l,. ..,28
It could be represented by the following matrix cxc, where columns represent actions,
and rows represent states of nature:
0 1 1 1 l
1 0 ; l
1 1 0 -. l
1
. . l
-
1 1 1 0 l
1 1 1 1 l 0
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For this case, the conditional risk is
= 1-P(wj\x)
In order to minimize the conditional risk, a following rule could be used:
Decide wt if P(wt |x) > P\wj |x) , V j*i.
'i.A.l Bayes Discriminator
A classifier may be defined as a machine which, given x , computes & (x) for / = 1, 2, . . . , c
and assigns x to class j only if g;(x) > g,(x) , Vi * j
Hence, the classifier is viewed as a machine that computes c discriminant functions and
chooses the class that corresponds to the largest discriminant.
Bayes' discriminator reduces the conditional risk P(a.|x). It consequently increases the a
posteriori probability that w{ is correct:
&.(x) = -P(a,.|x) = PI>,.|x)
by Bayes' theory,
/?(x|w,.)p(>0
i>(*h)pk)
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Feature
Vector
9,
Discriminant
calculators
g(x)
g(x)
2
g(x)
c
MAX
Maximum
selector
*0 a(x)
Decision
Figure 3-3. Pattern classifier.
Since the denominator is the same for all g,(x), we may ignore it for the sake of
comparison. A general form for the discriminant function is
^(x) = /?(x|wi)p(w.)
The choice ofdiscriminant functions is not unique. g,(x) could be replaced by /(g,(x)) ,
as long as / is a monotonically increasing function. The resulting classification is
unchanged.
3.4.3 Our Classifier
As part of the present work, aMERC classifier was built with the following assumptions:
The classifier will deal with 28 classes, the letters of the Arabic alphabet
fl = {w,,w2,. .,w2S}.
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There will be 28 discriminant functions corresponding to the 28 characters;
&(x), for = l,2,. ..,28
Patterns to be classified are represented by 8-dimensional feature vectors (8
moments or 8 central moments); x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , x8 ) .
The apriori probabilities for all the classes are fixed;
P(w,)= X/1% fori = l .. 28.
All testing is performed on 50 samples of each character.
The state-conditionalprobability density functions are assumed to be
multivariate normally distributed;
^(xW = , W2iv 11/2 exp[_2 (x
- ^T^t* - u,.)]
\2n) \2jj\
Where
x is a d -component column vector,
u, is a (/-component mean vector of class i ,
]T. is the d x d covariance matrix,
Z is the inverse of the covariance matrix ^. ,
[F]. is the determinant of^ ,
(x - u, ) is the transpose of (x - uJ .
Since the log function is monotonically increasing, it could simplify the discriminant
functions.
^,(x) = log(/?(x|w,.)p(w,.))
= logp(x\wi) + \ogP(wj)
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logP(w;) and -y log(2^) are the same for all discriminant functions. g,(x) could be
written as:
^w^-i^.^yE-^x-u^-iioglZ,! a)
Equation (1) is the general form of the discriminant functions used in this work.
Taking into consideration the statistical relations between the features, three special
categories ofdiscriminant functions will arise: Euclidean, averageMahalanobis, and class
Mahalanobis classifiers.
3.4.3.1 Euclidean Classifier
Features are assumed to be statistically independent, and each one has the same variance;
a Therefore, the covariance matrix will be the identity matrix times a It will be the
same for all states ofnature. The determinant
Z"'
equals (yj)l .
Equation (1) will be :
^(x) =
E. equals ald The covariance inverse
.Id
All the terms that are independent of 7 could be deleted since they are additive constants.
The discriminant functions would be
/ X
11*' UJ II ||2
gi 2cr2 ~llX"U'll
where ||*|| is the Euclidean norm, with
|x-u,.| =(x-u,)'(x-u,)
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This classifier is called aminimum-distance classifier. The minimum-distance classifier
assumes that the mean of a class is a good representative of that class. To classify a
feature vector x, the Euclidean distance from x to each of the cmeans is calculated, x
will be assigned to the class with the nearest mean.
Geometrically speaking, samples are assumed to fall in equal-size hyperspherical clusters.
Each cluster is centered about its mean vector ur Figure 3-4 shows 4 classes of2-
dimensional feature vectors.
feature 2
"-X
Figure 3-4. A 4-class minimum-distance classifier.
In this example, pattern x will be assigned to class 4 since it is closest to u4 .
The next 2 tables represent the output of our classifiers. The first classifier uses the
moments while the second one uses the central moments as discriminant features1
Confusion matrices of the results of each classifier are reported next. A confusion matrix
will give a clear idea of the classification of each character. The Y-axis represents the
classifier inputs. The X-axis represents the classifier decision. The scores in each row
represents the classification results for a specific input character. Since all the tests were
performed on 50 sample files, a good classifier should have a confusion matrix with 50's as
its diagonal elements.
Moments and central moments were described in chapter 2.
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The percentage ofgood classification of each character and for all characters are reported
in each confusion matrix.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 30 -----12
7-1------------------
43
3 --37 -------
4 2--35--4--2
5 ----32-----
3 4 - - 2 4
4 3
18
6 -----24----12 1
7 - - - 23 - - 21 6
8 - - - - 2 - 3 40 - 1 - -
9 -------- 36 3-5
13
- - 2
50
- 1 -
10
11 -----22 ----23 ---5
12 -----i__6__37__6
13 4--22--52----6 11-
14 _--32--42----57-
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23 - - -
24 - - -
25 - - -
26 - - -
27 - 2 5
28 - - 5
overall
--7-- 36 -------
3 - 1 - - 1 25 - - 14 - 2 1
SO
--11
- 1 -
2 3-
- 1 -
- 1 -
1 1
1 -
- 1 -
24
---42-----1----
-3--41-------3-
_____44_-----l-
- 2----415------
------ 30 19 ------
- - - 3 - - - - 28 16 - - - -
- - - 12 - - - - 20 16 1 - - -
25 - - -
46
4 2 - - - 37 -
- - - - 44
%
60.000
86.000
74.000
70.000
64.000
48.000
42.000
80.000
72.000
100.00
46.000
74.000
12.000
14.000
72.000
50.000
100.00
84.000
82.000
88.000
82.000
38.000
56.000
32.000
50.000
92.000
74.000
88.000
65.357
Table 3-1. Confusionmatrix of a moment-based Euclidean distance classifier.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
143 4-----------------
2 -50 -----------------
4 ---so ---------------
5 ____ 35 --------------
6 -----48 ----2--------
7 ______ 44 ____--__ 6 - - -
8 ------- 50 -----------
9 ________34 __5_- ii--_-
10 _________48 --------1
H _____4____45 ___i----
1 -
11 - -
15
12 - - -
13 - - -
14 - - -
15 - - -
16 - - -
17 - - -
18 - - -
19 - - -
20 - - 5
21 114
22 - - -
23 - - -
24 - - -
44
50
41
45
- 2 -7-29-3---1 -
----50 ------
__---40_--64
34
39
44
48
27
1
15 8 -
- 49 -
25 - - -
26 4-2
27 - - -
28 - - 4
overall
22 28
39
1 11
50 -
- 34
%
86.000
100.00
78.000
100.00
70.000
96.000
88.000
100.00
68.000
96.000
90.000
88.000
100.00
82.000
90.000
58.000
100.00
80.000
68.000
78.000
88.000
96.000
30.000
98.000
56.000
78.000
100.00
68.000
83.214
Table 3-2. Confusion matrix of a central moment-based Euclidean distance classifier.
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3.4.3.2 AverageMahalanobis Classifier
In such classifier, the covariance matrices are assumed to be identical for all classes. The
determinant, 1^ , is independent of The equation that represent the discriminant
functions will be
^W^-ikx-u.^lx-ujl-lloglX
By eliminating the terms independent of / , #,(x) will be
&W--2 (x-ui)Z_1(x-u.)
In this case, the distance from the feature vector x and the different class means is
measured by units ofvariance.
Geometrically speaking, samples are assumed to fall in hyperellipsoidal clusters of equal size
and shape. Figure 3-5 shows a 2-class averageMahalanobis classifier with 2-dimensional
feature vectors. Results of the classifier are shown next.
feature 2
x K
'0-
\
/ uW J feature 1
Figure 3-5. A 2-class averageMahalanobis classifier.
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%
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
78. 000
96. 000
100 .00
100 .00
92. 000
100 .00
94. 000
98. 000
100 .00
98. 000
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
92. 000
94. D00
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
84. 300
100 .00
96. 300
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
97. 214
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 50 ---------------------------
2 -50 ------------ ----------
3 --50 -------------------------
4 ---50 ------___--___----------
5 ----39 -------------------11---
6 -----48 ----2-----------------
7 ------ 50 ---------------------
8 ------- 50 --------------------
9 -------- 46 --4----------------
10 --------- 50 -----------
11 -----3---- 47 -----------------
12 --------i__ 49 ________________
13 ------------ 50 ---------------
14 ---------i-__ 49 ________-__---
15 -------------- 50 -------------
16 ----------_____ 50 ------------
17 ---------------- 50 ---
18 ----------_______ 46 -----4----
19 ------_________3__ 47 _________
20 -__-------_-_______ 50 --------
21 ---------__-________ 50 -------
22 ----------____-______ 50 ------
23 --------------- -_2---- 42 6----
24 -----------_______-_--_ 50----
25 ----2-------------------48---
26 --------------__--___--_- 50--
27 ----------_-_-______-_-_-- 50-
28 ---_--------_-----_____---_ 50
overall
Table 3-3. Confusionmatrix of a moment-based averageMahalanobis classifier.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 50 --------------------------- 100.00
2 -50 -------------------------- 100.00
3 -- 50 ------------------------- 100.00
4 ___ 50 ------------------------ 100.00
5 ----38 ------------------- 12--- 76.000
6 -----46 --------4------------- 92.000
7 ______ 50 --------------------- 100.00
8 ------- 50 -------------------- 100.00
9 _____4__42--4---------------- 84.000
10 ---------50 ----------------- 100.00
11 ----------50 ----------------- 100.00
12 --------2--48 -------------- 96.000
13 ------------50 -------------- 100.00
14 149 ______________ 98.000
15 --------------50 - ---------- 100.00
16 ____------_----50 - - ----- - 100.00
17 ______ _-----50 -------- -- 100.00
18 --------- -47 ----3----- 94.000
19 __________-----3--42--l----_4 84.000
20 _ -------------50 -------- 100.00
21 __ ------- -50 ------- 100.00
22 ___________-------3--46-----l 92.000
23 --- ____---l----418----82.000
24 _____--------------50---- 100.00
25 ____7_------------------43-_-86.000
26 - _ -------_ _-50-- 100.00
27 ________ - --------_-50- 100.00
28 ____----__-----------2-----48 96.000
overall 95.714
Table 3-4. Confusion matrix of a central moments-based average Mahalanobis classifier.
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3.4.3.3 ClassMahalanobis Classifier
This classifier is the general multivariate case. The features of each class are related
statistically in different ways. This means that each class has a different covariance matrix.
In this case, The equation that represent the discriminant functions will be the general one
g,w=-i[(x-u,.)'2;1(x-u,)l-iiog|xi I
Geometrically speaking, samples are assumed to fall in hyperquadrics of different shapes
and sizes. Figure 3-6 shows a 3-class averageMahalanobis classifier with 2-dimensional
feature vectors.
feature 2
t
\m )w
VJ \ feature 1
w
3
f
Figure 3-6. A 3-class Mahalanobis Classifier.
The following tables show the output of the classifiers, the first time using the moments
and the second time using the central moments.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 50 ----------___-_-__--------- 100.00
2 -50 ----------_----__--------- 100.00
3 --50------------------------- 100.00
4 ---50------------------------ 100.00
5 ----48-------_----__-----2--- 96.000
6 -----50---------------------- 100.00
7 ------50--------------------- 100.00
8 -------50-------------------- 100.00
9 -------- 48 --2---------------- 96.000
10 ---------so------------------ 100.00
11 ----------so----------------- 100.00
12 --------3-- 47 _-_________---_-94.000
13 ----------__ 50 ---------------100.00
14 --------_____ 50 --------------100.00
15 ---------_____ 50 --------__---100.00
16 --------_______ 50 -- ----100.00
17 ---------_______ 50 -----------100.00
18 --------_________ 50 ----------100.00
19 -------___________ 50 ---------100.00
20 ---------__________ 50 --------100.00
21 -------__-__________ 50 ------- 100.00
22 -----------__________ 50 ------ 100.00
23 ---------____-________ 4B 2---- 96.000
24 ------------_--____-__- 50---- 100.00
25 ----i--_________________49___ 98.000
26 ---------_-______-_______ 50-- 100.00
27 ---------_______---____--_ 50- 100.00
28 --------__________________- 50 100.00
overall 99.286
Table 3-5. Confusionmatrix of a moment-based classMahalanobis classifier.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 50 ---------------------------
2 -50 --------------------------
4 ___ 50 ________________________
5 ____ 50 -----------------------
8 _______50 --------------------
g ________ 48 _-2----------------
10 _ ___50 ------------------
11 ----------50 -----------------
12 ________2--48 ------- -------
13 ------50 ---------------
14 -----50 --------------
15 __-- _-----50 -------------
16______ __-_--50 ------------
17 _________5o -----------
18--- --- -------50 ----------
19 50 ---------
20 50 --------
21 50 -------
22 50 ------
23 44 6----
24 149 - - - -
25 ____15
____ --------------35---
26 50--
27
50-
28 50
overall
Table 3-6. Confusion matrix of a central moments-based classMahalanobis classifier.
%
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
96.000
100.00
100.00
96.000
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
88.000
98.000
70.000
100.00
100.00
100.00
98.143
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3.5 Results and Discussion
Amajority voting classifierwas constructed out of the previous six classifiers. The following
table represents the final output of this classifier.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
150 --------------------------- 100.00
2 -50 ---------__-______________ 100.00
3 --50 --------_________________ 100.00
4 ---50 -------_________________ 100.00
5 ----48--------------_----2--- 96.000
6 -----50---------------------- 100.00
7 ------50--------------------- 100.00
8 -------50-------------------- 100.00
9 -------- 47 --3---------------- 94.000
10 ---------50------------------ 100.00
11 ----------50----------------- 100.00
12 --------1-- 49 ________________ 98.000
13 ------------so--------------- 100.00
14 ------------- 50 -------------- 100.00
15 ---____-----__ 50 ------------- 100.00
16 -----------____ 50 ------------ 100.00
17 -----------____- 50 ----------- 100.00
18 ----------------- 50 ---------- 100.00
19 -----------____3__ 47 _________ 94.000
20 ------------_____-_ 50 -------- 100.00
21 -----------__-_-__-_ 50 ------- 100.00
22 ---------_-_----_____ 50 ------ 100.00
23 --------------___i____43 6---- 86.000
24 _______________________ 50 ____ 100.00
25 ----8------------------- 42--- 84.000
26 ------------------------- 50-- 100.00
27 __________________________ 50- 100.00
28 _____-_---------------_____ 50 100.00
overall 98.286
Table 3-7. Confusion matrix of the majority voting classifier.
Classifier Moments CentralMoments
Euclidean
Average Mahalanobis
Class Mahalanobis
65.357
97.214
99.286
83.241
95.714
98.143
Voter 98.143
Table 3-8. Statistical classifiers performance.
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Figure 3-7. Statistical classifiers performance.
Performance was enhanced by using Mahalanobis distance as our distance measure. This
distance measure takes into consideration the underlying probabilities (training sample
distributions) of the problem in hand.
<2
0"
5 units>
L
d=2 units
d = 2(T
Figure 3-8. Mahalanobis and Euclidean distance measures.
Figure 3-8 shows two classes wvw2 with er} > a2 (bigger variance). If the Euclidean distance is
used x should be assigned to class 2 since its distance from class 2 mean (d=2 units) is less
than its distance from class 1 mean (d=2.5 units). Using the Mahalanobis distance measure, x
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should be assigned to class 1 since its distance from class l's mean (d < 2a\) is less than its
distance from class 2's mean (d = 2cr2) .
Apparently, Mahalanobis distance was more representative to our problem. The big difference in
performance (using Euclidean orMahalanobis distance measures) assures that.
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Chapter Four
4. Artificial Neural Network Classifier
This chapter will describe in detail a neural network classifier that was built for
recognizing the Arabic alphabet. Before going into the detailed description of this
classifier, a brief and general description ofneural networks will be presented.
4.1 Artificial Neural Networks, An Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANN) provide an approach to machine learning inspired by
humans' knowledge of the nervous system. If the inputs to the ANN are representative
features of the problem, the network may be able to capture and memorize the implicit and
explicit relations of the modeled system. This property increases the diversity of the
network's ability to solve computational problems. ANN are being used in different fields:
signal and image processing, machine vision, robotics, and speech, character, and target
recognition.
Dendrites
Figure 4-1. Biological neural network
ArtificialNeural Network Classifier
The inspiration for artificial neural network came from the studies ofbiological neural
networks. A biological neural network (BNN) is amassive of interconnected neurons.
Figure 4-1 represents the basic idea and configuration of a BNN: a network ofneurons.
Each neuron has an axon (pulse generator), soma (pulse emitter), dendrites (pulse
receptor), and synapses (connectors) that offer variable resistance (synaptic weights wt)
to the conduction ofpackets ofdata (electrochemical pulses x^) through the network. The
soma will fire (generate electrochemical output) if the sum of all its inputs, over an interval
of time, exceeds a certain threshold.
4.1.1 What is an Artificial Neural Network
An artificial neural network is a layout ofhardware and/or software components in an
arrangement that mimics the biological version. It could be defined as a computing system
made up of a number of simple, highly interconnected processing elements (neurons).
Each "N" in Figure 2 corresponds to a node or neuron. The biological analog of
"N" is the
soma (center of the nerve cell).
Figure 4-2. Artificial Neural Network
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The biological inspiration shows up also in the terminology used with neural networks.
Neural networks do not "execute programs", as much as they "learn", "generalize", and
eventually
"behave"
4.1.1.1 Learning
Learning is a very important property of artificial neural networks. Learning implies that
the system somehow changes its input/output behavior in response to its environment.
This is achieved by modifying the weights attached to the connections between the
neurons. After an initial set ofweights is specified, the learning rules specify how weights
are to be modified to enhance the performance of the net. Learning time is measured by
"epochs", which is the time needed to pass over a set of training data.
Learning could be supervised or unsupervised. In supervised learning, nets are provided
with labels that specify the correct class for the new input patterns during training. The
learning algorithm then adjusts the network's weights accordingly. In unsupervised
learning, no information concerning the correct class is provided to the net during training.
The network will eventually reach a stable state.
The benefits ofneural networks extend beyond the high computational power provided by
the massive parallelism. Their ability to learn gives them a greater degree of fault tolerance
than other conventional models. Neural systems maybe faster than conventional systems,
since after the training process, their operations are direct calculations.
4.1.1.2 Generalization
Generalization is a measure ofhow well the network may perform against patterns
presented to it. Generalization is measured by testing the network against a testing set that
contains patterns outside the training set. This is done after the network has been trained
and satisfactory results for the training set have been reached. The more the network is
able to generalize, the better the overall performance of the network will be. If the
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network performs well on the training samples but does not generalize, one of the
following actions should be taken:
Enlarge the training set and/or artificially add noise to the input training
patters and train more.
Reduce the size of the network which will reduce its free parameters.
If the extra training does not improve the network generalization, either the
training law or the network architecture should be examined.
Generalization is influenced by different parameters such as: number of training samples,
complexity of the problem and the network size.
4.1.1.3 Behavior
The ultimate goal of the neural network is to behave as the system it models would when
presented with external inputs. Knowledge in neural networks is stored in the way the
processing elements are connected, and in the weights (importance) attached to these
connections. Neural systems process information in parallel by their dynamic state
response to external inputs. In such systems, results consist of the overall state of the
network after it reaches some equilibrium condition.
4.1.2 Basics ofNeurocomputing
The basic building block of an artificial neural network is the neuron. Neurons are simple
nonlinear devices characterized by a threshold 0 and a type ofnonlinearity. The
nonlinearity is called the "transfer or activation function". Figure 3 shows three common
types ofnonlinearities, and a basic neuron.
The neuron receives a number of input signals and generates a single output signal. The
output signal of an individual neuron is sent, as input signal, to many other neurons (and
possibly back to itself). This is done via the interconnections between the neurons.
The output of the neuron is function of its input x, the weight vector w, and the threshold
value 9.
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?=Al>i*t-e\
.
1=1
Each input signal xt will be scaled by a weight factor w; before it gets into the neuron. So,
n
the total input to the neuron is / =X xtyvt , which is nothing but the dot product of the
/=i
input vector x = (x,,x2,...,xn)and the weight vector w = (wl,w2,...,wn). The neuron
compares this input to a threshold 9 and fires only if I > 9.
+1
J f(")
Hard limiter Threshold logic Sigmoid
output f
'Y = f 2>,x,-0
Figure 4-3. Processing element (neuron) and three common nonlinearities.
Signals between neurons could be excitatory signals or inhibitory signals. Excitatory
signals tend to cause the neuron to fire while the inhibitory signals keeps the neuron from
firing. Furthermore, excitatory signals are usually positively weighted and valued, while
inhibitory ones are negatively weighted and valued.
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4.1.3 Artificial Neural NetworkArchitecture
Artificial neural network architecture is defined by three major factors:
The interconnection topology between the processing elements (neurons).
The rules upon which a neuron may ormay not fire (the transfer function).
The rules that govern the weights (importance) of individual
interconnections to aneuron1
Different architectures were designed based on the previous criteria. In this work, the
classifier built is based on multi-layer feed-forward architecture with back-propagation
training algorithm. A detailed description of feed forward multi-layer architecture and the
back-propagation training algorithm is outlined next.
x
1
/-~N Z
^y,
2 ^2
\/ X * A \ */v \ /X \// \\ * // \\
n ^-^ X
n
m
* yc
Input
layer
Hidden
layer
Output
layer
Figure 4-4. A three layer feed-forward neural network.
4.1.3.1 Feed-ForwardMulti-Layer Network
This architecture ofnetworks has the following properties:
The network consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer.
1 Khanna Tarun, "Foundations ofNeuralNetworks", Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.
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Neurons in consecutive layers are fully connected.
The flow of signals is in one direction and between consecutive layers only.
A three layer feed-forward network is shown in Figure 4-4.
The input layer usually passes the input to the next layerwith no intervention. Both the
hidden and the output layer will process their inputs according to the following relations:
j=f[ilwijxi-ei)
for l^J^m
v ,=1 J
y* = f{Ywjkzj-0kj for 1 < k < c
4.1.3.2 Back-Propagation TrainingAlgorithm
Back-propagation algorithm is a generalization of the "LeastMean Square" (LMS)
algorithm. It uses the gradient search technique to minimize an error. In multi-layer
architecture, the error function is equal to the mean square difference between the actual
and desired outputs of the network. The weight vector, in the (n x m) + (m x c) space, is
the main variable of this function. The goal could be achieved by modifying the weights
until an ideal weight vector is reached. Ideal here means, reaching a global minimum in the
error surface.
The LMS error moves the weight vector from wherever it is on the error surface towards
a minimum point in the neighborhood. It does that by moving along the negative gradient
of the error surface; hopefully, this minimum point will be a global one.
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Gradient
Current weight
vector
Ideal weight
vector
Figure 4-5. Weights changing along the gradient of a hyperparaboloid.
In this technique, two different weight modification functions could be used: first and
second order functions. In first order functions, W(t + 1) , the weight at time (t + 1) is
function ofW(t) the weight at time (f) . In second order functions, W(t + 1) is function of
both W(t) and W(t - 1) , the weight at time (r - 1) .
Weights are updated as follows:
WtJ(t + 1) = Wv(t) + rjSrf + a(Wv(t) - W9(t - 1)) where 0 < a < 1
The error vector _> . was calculated, in a different way for the output layer than for the
hidden layer:
8 . = y'j (l - y'j jfdj - yi J for the output layer
Si=x'J{l-x'i)'Zs*wj* for the hidden layer
Where, 77 is a gain term, called the learning rate, n > 0 .
W- is the weight from hidden node / or from input to node j.
x\ is either the output of node / or is an input.
k is over all nodes in the layer above node j.
a is a momentum term, a > 0 .
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4.1.4 Neural Networks in Pattern Recognition
Traditional statistical classifiers are not adaptive. They process all training data
simultaneously before being used with new data. For example, the structure of a Bayes'
classifier is completely fixed once the mean vector and the covariance matrix of each class
are determined from the training patterns. Such classifiers assumes the shape of the
decision boundaries. The coefficients of these decision boundaries are derived via direct
calculations.
On the other hand, artificial neural networks dealwith the classification problem in a
different way. They are adaptive and make weaker assumptions of the shapes of the
decision regions. ANN are capable of learning the decision boundaries and their
coefficients from the training set by means of iterative, "learning" algorithms. This could
be achieved as long as these pattern sets are separable by the specified decision functions.
A neural network classifier is shown in Figure 6. The input is fed in parallel to the first
stage over N connections. The first stage computesM matching scores and passes them
in parallel to the second stage. In the second stage, the maximum of the M values will be
selected and enhanced. The second stage has one output line for each output class. After
classification is complete, only the output corresponding to the most likely class will be
high, while the others are low.
x
1
x *
2
x
n
Input
values
z *i
Compute
matching
score
Select and
enhance
maximum
z y->
7-\/ \
I I
z
m
ntermediati
scores
3 (
\
Adjust
weights
ym
Dutput
/alues /
Figure 4-6. A block diagram of a neural network classifier.
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Different neural network architectures have been used as classifiers for static patterns.
Neural network classifiers can be categorized into different groups based on certain
criteria, such as:
The type of input they workwith, whether binary or continuous.
The method used for training, supervised or unsupervised.
A taxonomy based on the previous criteria is shown next in Figure 4-8.
Neural network classifiers
Multi-layer Pereeptron Hamming
perception network
Hopfield
network
Binary Continuous
input input
Carpenter/ Kohonen
Grossberg self-organizing
classifier feature map
Figure 4-7. Neural network classifiers for static patterns.
4.2 Classifier Description, General View
All neural network classifiers constructed in this work share the following properties:
They are three layer feed-forward networks with 2 layers ofweights.
Back-propagation is used for their training. A second order weight
modification function is used.
Output neurons use binary values during training; either "0" or "1"
1 RichardLipman, "An Introduction to Computing withNeuralNets", IEEE ASSPMag., pp.4-22, April 1 987.
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Their output layer has 28 neurons. Each correspond to a single character of
the Arabic alphabet.
Neurons use sigmoidal non-linearity as their transfer function.
Two different domains ofmeasurements were used as input features:
1 . Pixel values of characters'bit map images (256 inputs).
2. Moments and central moments of the images (8 inputs).
1
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of weights of weights
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^qV^^q^^/
Hidden Layer
Figure 4-8. A general classifier
Three main neural network classifiers were constructed. The first classifier used the first
feature space. The second classifier used the second feature space. The third classifier was
a hybrid one that used both feature spaces.
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Feature domains
Pixel value
domain
Hybrid domain
Moments and central
moments domain
Figure 4-9. Neural networks input domains.
The different classifiers have different number ofnodes in their input layers, since each
classifier used a different feature space. Separate sections will deal with the different
classifiers.
4.2.1 Performance Calculations
Network performance was tested on samples that were not used for training.
Through all the following sections, an 'epoch' is the time needed to pass 50 testing files of
28 characters each (1400 char) through the network and to propagate the error back to
the first layer ofweights. Performance was measured by taking the average of the results
for a number of runs with different values for the "learning rate" (0. 1,0.2,0.3,0.4) and
"momentum" (0.2,0.4). All the confusion matrices presented in this chapter were
generated using a "0.
1"
value for both the momentum and the learning rate.
For each classifier, the following parameters were calculated:
Error (%): The average of the mean squared error between the actual and the desired
(correct) outputs of all characters per epoch.
Rejection (character): The sum of rejected characters of all classes per epoch. Any
character will be rejected if:
The maximum output node is less than 0.5 or/and the difference between
the highest two values of the output at the output nodes is less than certain
threshold .
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All rejection in the following confusionmatrices was based on a threshold of0.5.
Performance: the number of correctly classified characters divided by the total number
of characters presented to the network per epoch.
Confidence: the average of confidences of correctly classified characters. The
confidence of a single character is calculated by taking the maximum value at the
output nodes.
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4.3 Pixel-value classifier
Characters are represented by itspixels'values. All images were 32 x 32 maps ofbinary
values,
"0" for white and "1" for black. Using the original images was cumbersome
because of the corresponding huge input layer size 32x32=1024 nodes. To overcome this
problem, the original images (32 x 32) were mapped into (16 x 16) limited gray images.
The number ofbinary pixels was reduced down to 256 virtual pixels, and the size of the
input layer became 256 neurons only. This mappingwas done by dividing the 32x32 grid
into windows of2x2 and taking the average value of its 4 pixels. The new values were
between '0' and T with steps of 0.25. The possible values of the resulting 256 notation put
nodes with values in the set {0.0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0} .
Limited gray
image
32
/ ^ Eff!/
/16
16
\
Gray pixel
value
32
12 3 4
# of pixels with
value of
"1"
Binary image
Figure 4-10. Translation from binary pixels to limited gray pixels.
This reduction did not affect the classifier performance. It reduced the time needed to train
the network. Consequently, this simplified testing the effect of changing the learning and
momentum rates on the training process.
4.3.1 Network Specifications
The input layer consists of256 neurons corresponding to 256 real values of the
input image.
The output layer consists of28 neurons.
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Three different sizes ofhidden layers were used: 32, 64, and 128.
Network Performance
Results of this classifierwere very promising. The following table shows the final results
averaged for different "learning" and "momentum" terms. The network was tested after 20
epochs of training
Hidden Layer Size
(neuron)
Performance Confidence Rejected
(samples)
Least Mean
Error
32 0.9514 0.911 32 0.1885
64 0.9592 0.933 28.5 0.1655
128 0.986 0.9564 9 0.0848
Table 4-1. Averaged performance of the 256 pixel value classifier on the testing data.
The results shown in Table 4-1 show that increasing the number ofnodes in the hidden
layer increases the overall performance of the classifier, and increases the confidence of
the results that will consequently reduce the rejection rate. Rejection was based on a
threshold of0.5 and/or a difference between the highest 2 values at the output nodes of
0.5. Because of the rejection criteria, the number of characters in each row of the
following confusion matrices may not sum to 50 which is the total number of testing
samples.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 40 80.00
2 . 50 100.00
3 . . 50 100.00
4 ... 50 100.00
5 .... 43 i 86.00
6 50 100.00
7 50 100.00
8 50 100.00
9 49 98.00
10 49 98.00
11 50 100.00
12 50 100.00
13 50 100.00
14 50 100.00
15 50 100.00
16 50 100.00
17 50 100.00
18 49 98.00
19 50 100.00
20 50 100.00
21 49 98.00
22 50 100.00
23 50 100.00
24 48 ... . 96.00
25 50 100.00
26 50 . . 100.00
27 50 . 100.00
28 48 96.00
overall 98 . 21
Table 4-2. Confusion matrix of the 256 pixel value classifier with 32 hidden nodes after 20 epoch of training.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 47 94.00
2 . 50 100.00
3 . . 50 100.00
4 ... 50 100.00
5 .... 43 86.00
6 50 100.00
7 50 100.00
8 50 100.00
9 49 98.00
10 50 100.00
11 50 100.00
12 49 98.00
13 50 100.00
14 0.00
15 49 98.00
16 50 100.00
17 50 100.00
18 49 98.00
19 50 100.00
20 50 100.00
21 50 100.00
22 50 100.00
23 50 100.00
24 49 ... . 98.00
25 50 100.00
26 50 . . 100.00
27 50 100.00
28 50 100.00
overall 95.36
Table 4-3. Confusion matrix of the 256 pixel value classifier with 64 hidden nodes after 20 epoch of training.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 32 64.00
2 50 100.00
3 84.00
4 0.00
5 0.00
6 . 27 54.00
7 0.00
8 96.00
9 80.00
10 0.00
11 0.00
12 0.00
13 100.00
14 94.00
15 88.00
16 14.00
17 100.00
18 0.00
19 38.00
20 88.00
21 76.00
22 98.00
23 0.00
24 0.00
25 0.00
26 0.00
27 49 98.00
28 33 66.00
overall 47.79
Table 4-4. Confusion matrix of the 256 pixel value classifierwith 128 hidden nodes after 1 epoch of training.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 50 100.00
2 . 50 100.00
3 . . 50 100.00
4 ... 50 100.00
5 .... 44 1 . . . 88.00
6 50 100.00
7 50 100.00
8 50 100.00
9 49 98.00
10 49 98.00
11 50 100.00
12 49 98.00
13 50 100.00
14 50 100.00
15 50 100.00
16 50 100.00
17 50 100.00
18 49 98.00
19 50 100.00
20 50 100.00
21 50 100.00
22 50 100.00
23 50 100.00
24 49 ... . 98.00
25 50 . . . 100.00
26 50 100.00
27 50 100.00
28 50 100.00
overall 99 . 21
Table 4-5. Confusion matrix of the 256 pixel value classifier with 128 hidden nodes after 20 epoch of training
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Error as function of Time and Learning Rate
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Figure 4-11. Overall performance of the pixel-value classifier with 256 input nodes and variable
number of hidden nodes (32, 64, 128).
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4.4 Central Moments Classifier
In this classifier, characters are represented by their central moments. The results of the
statistical classifier showed that, for the available library, central moments are more
representative than moments.
Each character was represented by 8 real values, its central moments
\Moo>Mo2>Mu, /"2o> j"o3> A2> j2i > /"30) A normalization process was performed on the input
values before feeding them to the classifier. Without the normalization process, the
network did not converge. Normalization was done by dividing every moment by that
moment's maximum value in the training set.
4.4.1 Network Specifications
The input layer consisted of 8 neurons corresponding to 8 real central moments.
The output layer consisted of28 neurons.
Three different sizes ofhidden layerwere used: 32, 64, and 128.
4.4.2 Network Performance
The following table shows the final results averaged for different "learning" and
"momentum" terms. The network was tested after 100 epochs of training.
Hidden Layer Size
(neuron)
Performance Confidence Rejected
(samples)
Least Mean
Error
32 0.2521 0.8983 472 2.2897
64 0.6929 0.8797 105 0.4654
128 0.7852 0.9054 83.5 0.4455
Table 4-6. Averaged performance ofmoment classifier.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 72.00
2 0.00
3 ?1 42.00
4 0.00
5 1 18 46.00
6 36.00
7 0.00
8 0.00
9 46.00
10 0.00
11 0.00
12 90.00
13 0.00
14 0.00
15 0.00
16 10.00
17 0.00
18 70.00
19 0.00
20 86.00
21 0.00
22 74.00
23 30 . 32.00
24 39 78.00
25 1 48 96.00
26 0.00
27 34.00
28 . 15 0.00
overall 29.00
Table 4-7. Confusion matrix of the 8 central moments classifierwith 32 hidden nodes after 300 epoch of training.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 42 84.00
2 50 100.00
3 1 28 1 56.00
4 49 98.00
5 17 9 1 34.00
6 1 ?? 10.00
7 1 92.00
8 70.00
9 ?*> 30.00
10 10.00
11 4 4 1 8.00
12 98.00
13 94.00
14 41 1 5 82.00
15 29 R 16.00
16 78.00
17 . 49 98.00
18 44 88.00
19 35 70.00
20 39 7 78.00
21 84.00
22 74.00
23 27 9 54.00
24 90.00
25 72.00
26 66.00
27 9 35 70.00
28 31 62.00
overall 66.64
Table 4-8. Confusion matrix of the 8 central moments classifier with 64 hidden nodes after 300 epoch of training.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 62.00
2 0.00
3 0.00
4 0.00
5 0.00
6 0.00
7 0.00
8 42.00
9 0.00
10 0.00
11 0.00
12 36.00
13 2.00
14 0.00
15 0.00
16 0.00
17 98.00
18 0.00
19 0.00
20 0.00
21 0.00
22 0.00
23 0.00
24 0.00
25 12.00
26 2.00
27 1 2.00
28 0.00
overall 9.41
Table 4-9. Confusion matrix of the 8 central moments classifier with 128 hidden nodes after 1 epoch of training.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 40 2 80.00
2 50 100.00
3 44 1 88.00
4 49 98.00
5 1 76.00
6 36.00
7 1 96.00
8 . 47 . 94.00
9 . 14 1 28.00
10 2 4 24.00
11 14 70.00
12 ? 92.00
13 100.00
14 . 50 100.00
15 49 98.00
16 20 . 5 40.00
17 . 50 100.00
18 4 4fi 90.00
19 3R 70.00
20 47 2 94.00
21 SO 100.00
22 3 86.00
23 36 4 72.00
24 1 ? 3 42 84.00
25 96.00
26 80.00
27 8 36 72.00
28 48 96.00
overall 80.71
Table 4-10. Confusion matrix of the 8 central moments classifierwith 128 hidden nodes after 300 epochs of training.
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E rror as function of Time and Learn ing Rate
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Performance as function of Time and Learning Rate
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Figure 4-12. Overall performance of the central moments classifier with 8 input nodes and variable
number of hidden nodes (32, 64, 128).
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4.5 Hybrid Classifier
patterns are represented by their central moments and their pixel values. Each
pattern was represented by 8 real values (its normalized central moments) and its bit map
virtual pixels.
4.5.1 Network Specifications
The input layer consisted of264 (8+256) neurons corresponding to 8 normalized
central moments and 256 virtual pixels.
The output layer consisted of28 neurons.
Three different sizes ofhidden layer were used: 32, 64, and 128.
4.5.2 Network Performance
The following table shows the final results averaged for different "learning" and
"momentum" terms. The network was tested after 20 epochs of training.
Hidden Layer Size
(neuron)
Performance Confidence Rejected
(samples)
Least Mean
Error
32 0.9657 0.939 23 0.1616
64 0.9878 0.958 7.5 0.0696
128 0.9878 0.9655 7.5 0.0656
Table 4-11. Overall performance of moment classifier.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 40
2 . 50
3 . . 50 '.'''.'. '.
4 ... 50
5 .... 42
............ \ .. .
6 49
7 50
8 50
9 49
10 49
H 50
12 49
13 50
14 50
15 50
16 49
17 50
18 49
19 50
20 50
21 50
22 50
23 50
24 49 ... .
25 47 . . .
26 50 . .
27 50 .
28 49
overall
*
80 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
84 00
98 00
100 00
100 00
98 00
98 00
100 00
98 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
98 00
100 00
98 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
98 00
94 00
100 00
100 00
98 00
97 93
Table 4-12. Confusion matrix of the 264 hybrid classifierwith 32 hidden nodes after 20 epoch of training.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 40 80.00
2 . 50 100.00
3 . . 50 100.00
4 ... 50 100.00
5 .... 42 84.00
6 50 100.00
7 50 100.00
8 50 100.00
9 49 98.00
10 50 100.00
11 50 100.00
12 49 98.00
13 50 100.00
14 50 100.00
15 50 100.00
16 50 100.00
17 50 100.00
18 50 100.00
19 50 100.00
20 50 100.00
21 50 100.00
22 49 98.00
23 49 98.00
24 48 ... . 96.00
25 50 . . . 100.00
26 50 . . 100.00
27 50 100.00
28 49 98.00
overall 98.21
Table 4-13. Confusion matrix of the 264 hybrid classifier with 64 hidden nodes after 20 epoch of training.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 0.00
2 . 0.00
3 49 98.00
4 . 86.00
5 0.00
6 98.00
7 .
8
9
4 8.00
74.00
6.00
37
10 . 0.00
11 100.00
12 . 0.00
13 . 0.00
14 0.00
15 0.00
16 0.00
17 0.00
18 0.00
19 0.00
20 0.00
21 0.00
22 . 92.00
23 . 0.00
24 88.00
25 . 76.00
26 0.00
27 0.00
28 . 48 96.00
overall 29.36
Table 4-14. Confusion matrix of the 264 pixel value classifierwith 128 hidden nodes after 1 epoch of training.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 48 96.00
2 . 50 100.00
3 - 50 100.00
4 ... 50 100.00
5 .... 43 2 . . . 86.00
6 50 100.00
7 50 100.00
8 50 100.00
9 50 100.00
10 49 98.00
11 50 100.00
12 0.00
13 50 100.00
14 50 100.00
15 50 100.00
16 50 100.00
17 50 100.00
18 49 98.00
19 50 100.00
20 50 100.00
21 50 100.00
22 49 98.00
23 50 100.00
24 49 ... 98.00
25 50 100.00
26 50 100.00
27 50 100.00
28 49 98.00
overall 95.431
Table 4-15. Confusion matrix of the 264 pixel value classifierwith 128 hidden nodes after 20 epoch of training.
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Erro ras function of Time and Learning Rate
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Figure 4-13. Overall performance of the hybrid classifier with 264 input nodes and variable number
of hidden nodes (32, 64, 128).
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4.6 Comparisons
The following table summarizes the results of the three classifiers. It also shows clearly the
improvement of the classification process as a result of increasing the number of hidden
and/or input nodes.
32 Hidden Neurons
Input Layer Correct Confidence Rejected Error
8 (central mom.) 0.2521 0.8983 427 2.2897
256 ( pixel ) 0.9514 0.911 32 0.1885
264 (hybrid) 0.9657 0.939 23 0.1616
64 Hidden Neurons
Input Layer Correct Confidence Rejected Error
8 (central mom.) 0.6929 08797 105 0.4654
256 ( pixel ) 0.9592 0.933 28.5 0.1655
264 (hybrid) 0.9878 0.958 7.5 0.0696
128 Hidden Neurons
Input Layer Correct Confidence Rejected Error
8 (central mom.) 0.7852 0.9054 83.5 0.4455
256 ( pixel ) 0.986 0.9564 9 0.0848
264 (hybrid) 0.9878 0.9655 7.5 0.0656
Table 4-16. Classification result summary.
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Error as function of Time and Learning Rate
- - input=8
- Input=256
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Figure 4-14. Performance comparison between the three classifiers with 32 hidden nodes.
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Error as function of Time and Learning Rate
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Figure 4-15. Performance comparison between the three classifiers with 64 hidden nodes.
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Erroras function of Time and Learning Rate
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Figure 4-16. Performance comparison between the three classifiers with 128 hidden nodes.
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Chapter Five
5. Fuzzy Classifier
This chapter will describe in detail a flizzy^T -nearest neighbor classifier that was built for
recognizing the Arabic alphabet. The performance of the fuzzy classifier was enhanced by
changing the membership function and the nearest neighbor selection criteria.
5.1 Introduction
Different parametric and non-parametric techniques are used with classification problems.
Parametric techniques are used when the problem is well defined. Well defined in the sense
that a full knowledge of the underlying probabilities of the modeled system is present. The
more apriori information is known about the problem domain, the more accurate the
classification algorithm will be. Bayes' decision theory is a good example of a parametric
technique that gives optimal error rates1
Classification
Parametric Non-parametric
Bayes theory Clustring Discriminant
1 analysis
KNN classifier
Fuzzy Crisp
Figure 5-1. Classification taxonomy.
1 Richard O. Duda andPeter E. Hart, Pattern Classification and Scene Analysis, John Wiley and Sons.
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Many classification problems lack this property. In many cases the recognition is based on
data where the size of each class is small or non-representative the underlying probability
distribution. In such cases where knowledge of the underlying probability is not present,
non-parametric techniques do help. Non-parametric algorithms, such as clustering and
discriminant analysis, rely on some notion of distance or similarity among samples as a
mean of classification. A good example of a non-parametric algorithm is the K nearest
neighbor algorithm (^TNN) which has often been used in such recognition problems.
5.2 K-Nearest NeighborAlgorithms
The K -NearestNeighbor classifiers are non-parametric simple classification procedures.
The nearest-neighbor classification rule assigns an unlabeled sample y to the class of its
nearest neighbor. The K -nearest neighbors algorithm extends the same idea. The rule
assigns a class label to the unknown pattern y based on the class labels of the K -closest
(based on a pre-specified distance measure) neighbors of that input.
5.2.1 Properties
The iNN is a sub-optimal procedure. However, it has been shown that
.KTNN's error has an upper bound of twice the optimal Bayes' error rate,
and that as K increases, this error rate approaches the optimal rate
asymptotically [12].
The ATNN uses simple computation but still usually generates good results.
The J^NN classifiers require no pre-processing of the labeled sample set
prior to their use.
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The K~NN suits problems where data is only partially exposed to the
classifier subsequent to employment.
Since more than one neighbor (K) may be considered, a tie among classes with maximum
number ofneighbors may exist. A good solution to this problem is by assigning the
unknown pattern y to the class, of those classes that tied, for which the sum of distances
from y to each neighbor in the class is minimum. Still this solution is not perfect, and
clearly there will be cases where classification becomes an arbitrary assignment.
In previous discussion, labeled samples were assumed to be good representatives of their
classes (no out liars, which is not really the case). In other words, different classes do not
overlap, and a sample may belong only to a single class. This is isomorphic to the principle
of crisp sets which restricts that an element either belongs or does not belong to a set, but
may not partially belong to it. That is why this category ofnearest neighbor classifiers is
known by "Crisp Nearest Neighbors."
One of the difficulties that arises when utilizing such crisp techniques is that each of the
labeled samples is given equal importance in deciding the class memberships of the
unknown patterns, regardless of their
"typicalness"
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5.2.2 The crisp JT-NN algorithm
Let W = [x],x2 ...,xn j be a set ofn labeled samples. The algorithm is as follows:
BEGIN
Input y , of unknown classification.
Set K such that 1 <: K < n.
Initialize i' = 1.
DO UNTIL (K-nearest neighbors found)
Compute distance from y to Xf .
IF (i < K) THEN
Include Xt in the set of it-nearest neighbors
ELSE IF ( xt is closer to y than any previous nearest neighbor)
THEN
Delete furthest in the set of iC-nearest neighbors.
Include Xt in the set of iC-nearest neighbors
END IF
Increment / .
END DO UNTIL
Determine the majority class represented in the set of K-nearest
neighbors .
IF (a tie exists) THEN
Compute sum of distances of neighbors in each class which tied.
IF (no tie exists) THEN
Classify y in the class of minimum sum
ELSE
Classify y in the class of last minimum found.
END IF
ELSE
Classify y in the majority class,
END IF
END
5.2.3 The fuzzy JT-NN algorithm
Since fuzzy set theory was introduced, it has been used intensively to generalize existing
techniques and develop new algorithms in pattern recognition. A fuzzy ^TNN classifier was
developed utilizing fuzzy class membership of the sample sets and thus producing a fuzzy
classification rule. The basic idea was to introduce the membership function. This infers
that a test sample belongs to the different classes with certain degree of confidence
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(membership value), and the highest confidence indicates the class that will be assigned to
the test sample.
The fiizzy K -nearest neighbor algorithm considers each element to be a member of all
classes. Consequently, it assigns class membership to the unknown pattern, instead of
assigning it to a class.
The fuzzy algorithm is similar to the crisp version in the sense that it must also search the
labeled sample set for the AT -nearest neighbors. Beyond this point, the two versions differ
considerably.
The assigned membership of x depends on two main factors:
1 . The distance measure between the Unknown pattern and the nearest neighbors.
2. The neighbors'membership in the possible classes.
Let W =[x^,x2...,x\ the set of n labeled samples. Also let ut(x) be the assigned
membership of the vector x (to be computed), and utj be the membership of the yth
vector of the labeled sample set in the rth class.
The membership of labeled samples in the different classes utj can be assigned in different
ways. They may be given full membership in their own class and no membership in all other
classes. Other alternative is to assign the
samples'
membership based on the distance from
their class means.
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The algorithm is as follows:
Input y , of unknown classification.
Set K such that 1 <,K <; n.
Initialize / 1.
DO UNTIL (K-nearest neighbors found)
Compute distance from y to xr
IF (i<K) THEN ?
Include xi in the set of JT-nearest neighbors
ELSE IF {Xt is closer to y than any previous nearest neighbor)
THEN
Delete furthest in the set of K-nearest neighbors.
Include x, in the set of JC-nearest neighbors
END IF
END DO UNTIL
Initialize i = 1.
DO UNTIL (X is assigned membership in all classes)
Compute Uj(x) using (1) .
Increment /
END DO UNTIL
END
where
X - X
Evil*-*,
5.3 The Classifier
A fuzzy K -nearest neighbor classifierwas built and tested. The results of the classifier are
reported next. The classifier was based on the fact that nothing is known about the
underling probability functions of the problem.
5.3.1 Performance Calculations
The classifier was tested against 50 test files of28 characters each. The labeled samples (to
choose the neighbors from) were the set of 1400 characters of 50 files other than the test
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files. K was assigned values from one to ten and the behavior of the classifier is reported
next.
5.3.2 Classifier Specifications
The classifier was based on the previous algorithm for the fuzzy K -NN with the following
specifications:
The nearest neighbors were found based on an Euclidean measure of distance.
The fuzzy membership functions ui} used was Binary:
Mi
x e class i
x g class i
5.3.3 Classifier Performance
The confusion matrices of the classifiers with K =3 and 10 are shown next.
A fuzzy version of the KNN classifier is used in this work. Enhancements to this fuzzy
version were introduced and performance was boosted. More description is in the next
sections.
100
95
OJ
g 90 +
a
| 85
15 so
il.
75
1 23456789 10
Nearest neigbours
-Cent. Mom.
-Mom.
Figure 5-2. A fuzzy classifier with a binary membership function and Euclidean neighbors.
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Number of Features
Neighbors Moments Central
Moments
1 86.643 93.929
2 84.071 94.785
3 82.93 93.71
4 83.71 93
5 82.29 92.93
6 81.8 92.14
7 80.07 91.286
8 79.071 96.43
9 79.14 90.64
10 78.57 89.79
Table 5-1. Performance of fuzzy Z-Nearest neighbor classifierwith binary membership function and
Euclidean distance measure.
At this level, central moments are more representative to the problem in hand,
as can be seen from the results. The library that was built for this work had
too much distortion. This can be seen from the decrease ofperformance in the
classifier as theK increases. The glitch which appears in Figure 5-2 reflects
the arbitrariness of the nearest neighbors algorithms. The classification may
have reached a point of arbitrary assignment after ties have occurred.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 42 -
2 - 48
46
- 38 - - 2 -
- - 39 - - 2
- 1 8
46
3 -
1 3
44
41
2 1-
3 2-
36
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
overall
49
41
41
13 - - 3
- - 28 21
- - 2 32
45
1 1 1 1 29 - - 13 1
- 50 - - -
- - 39 - - 8 3
42 5 -
50
48
50
- - - - 2 - - - - 27 21
- - - 14 35
16 34
3 - -
- 1 -
- 1 1
48 1 -
- 44 -
- - 49
%
84.000
96.000
92.000
76.000
78.000
92.000
88.000
82.000
72.000
98.000
82.000
82.000
56.000
64.000
90.000
58.000
100.00
78.000
84.000
100.00
96.000
100.00
54.000
70.000
68.000
96.000
88.000
98.000
82.93
Table 5-2. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifier with binary membership function and Euclidean neighbors for K=3.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 41 -
2 - 41
42
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
38--2--2-
-47
--3---
2 6
- - 44 - -
18 - - 30 1
3 2 - - 40 1 4 - - -
35
50
19 30
39
4 -
13 -
1 - - 23 22
1 - - 3 33
45
1 4 - - 27 13 - 2 2
50
37 11 1 - - -
39
49 1 -
- 45 2
- - 49
23
21 28 - - - -
6 43 - - - -
- - 27 - - -
26
27
28
overall
48 2
- 44
43
%
82.000
82.000
84.000
76.000
94.000
88.000
60.000
80.000
70.000
100.000
60.000
78.000
46.000
66.000
90.000
54.000
100.000
74.000
78.000
98.000
90.000
98.000
42.000
86.000
54.000
96.000
88.000
86.000
78.571
Table 5-3. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifier with binary membership function and Euclidean neighbors for K=10.
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5.4 Classifier Modification
Classifier results were low, and modifications are to be made. The idea was to incorporate
some of the problem's probabilistic properties in this non-parametric solution. When the
classifier was built initially, it was assumed that no knowledge of the underlying
probabilities of the problemwas known. Going back to the main description of the problem,
The previous assumption is not fully true, since the problem deals with Isolated machine
printed characters. It was reasonable to assume that inputs to the classifier have normal
distributions. Assuming this distribution, a neighbor's, / , membership in class j is function
of its distance from f s mean.
Two different normal distributions were used:
MultivariateNormal Densitywith the average covariance matrix,
*(x') = (2J||i 6XP[(X-
" uJZ_1(X' " u>)
Where different classes are assumed to have the same shape for their probability
density functions. The membership value will depend on the average of all
covariance matrices for all classes.
Multivariate Normal Densitywith the class covariance matrix,
*'W =
to \i\y *
H^' " "J1'"1^' " "')
\2n) \Lj
Where different classes are assumed to have the different shapes for their probability
density functions. The membership value will depend on each class covariance
matrix.
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The basic statistics of the problem probabilities were added to this non-parametric model.
Modifications were introduced to the two important steps in this classifier: the search of the
nearest neighbors, and the labeled samples' membership in the different classes.
5.4.1 Nearest Neighbors Search
Originally, nearest neighbors were found using a simple Euclidean measure distance. Now,
the previous two distributions are used to model the underlying probabilities, and
Mahalanobis distance measure is used to find the nearest neighbors. The distance is
measured by units of each class variance or the average variance of all classes.
Performance is shown next for both features (moments and central moments) with the new
two distance measures.
"Average Mahalanobis" neighbours
100 x
C- 95 -
01
o
c 90 --
fl
ii 85 -
01 80
-
Q.
75
-Mom.
Cent. Mom.
H 1 1 h H 1
1 23456789 10
Nearest neigbours
"Class Mahalanobis" neighbours
100
95
90
85
80
75
-Mom.
Cent. Mom.
H 1 1 1 1 1 H
1 23456789 10
Nearest neigbours
Figure 5-3. Fuzzy classifier with binary membership function.
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Number of
Neighbors
Distance Measure
Euclidean Average
Mahalanobis
Oass
Mahalanobis
l 86.643 99 98.429
2 84.071 98.714 98.714
3 82.93 98.93 98.71
4 83.71 98.64 98.64
5 82.29 98.43 98.36
6 81.8 98.4 98.2
7 80.07 98.36 98.29
8 79.071 98.357 98.357
9 79.14 98.43 98.07
10 78.57 98.21 98.14
Table 5-4. Performance of fuzzy classifier with binary membership function and different distance
measures for finding the nearest neighbors.
Table 5-4 shows that the new measure of finding the nearest neighbors has increased the
overall performance of the classifier. This fact can be seen by the big gap in performance
between theMahalanobis measures and the Euclidean one.
The difference in performance between the two Mahalanobis measures (the average and
class Mahalanobis) is small compared to the difference between the smallest of the
Mahalanobis measures and the Euclidean measure.
Another good property for using the new distance measure is the stability of the classifier as
the number ofneighbors increase since the performance, using theMahalanobis distance
measure does not degrade dramatically as the number ofneighbors increase.
Table 5-5 is represented graphically in Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4. The effect of using different distance measures on a fuzzy classifier with a binary
membership function.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 50 ---------_____--___---__--- 100.00
2 -50 --------_____-_____--__--- 100.00
3 --50 -------_____-____---__--- 100.00
4 ---50 -------___---___-------- 100.00
5 ----46-------__----------4--- 92.000
6 -----50---------------------- 100.00
7 ------50--------------------- 100.00
8 -------50-------------------- 100.00
9 -------- 48 --2----------------96.000
10 ---------50------------------ 100.00
11 ----------50----------------- 100.00
12 --------8-- 42 ------------84.000
13 ------------ 50 ---------------100.00
14 --------_____ 50 --------------100.00
15 ---------_____ 50 -------------100.00
16 --------_______ 50 ------------100.00
17 ---------_______ 50 ---100.00
18 -------__________ 50 ----------100.00
19 --------__________ 50 ---------100.00
20 --------___________ 50 -------- 100.00
21 --------____________ 50 -------100.00
22 -----------_______--- 50 ------ 100.00
23 ---------____-________ 43 7---- 86.000
24 --------__________-____ 50---- 100.00
25 ----4----____-_________-46--- 92.000
26 --------________________- 50-- 100.00
27 ---------________-_____--- 50- 100.00
28 -------____-_____________-- 50 100.00
overall 98.21
Table 5-5. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifierwith binary membership function and averageMahalanobis neighbors for
K=10.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 50 --------------------------- 100.00
2 -so-------------------------- 100.00
3 -- 50 ------------------------- 100.00
4 ___ 50 ------------------------ 100.00
5 ____48-------------------2--- 96.000
6 -----50----------------------100.00
7 ------ 50 --------------------- 100.00
8 -------50--------------------100.00
9 --------48 -2---------------- 96.000
10 ---------50------------------ 100.00
H __________50 ----------------- 100.00
12 _____-__3_-47 ---------------- 94.000
13 _____50 --------------- 100.00
14 _______ _50 -------------- 100.00
15 _____ _50 ------------- 100.00
16 _______ _ _50 ------------ 100.00
17 _____ _ _50 ----------- 100.00
18---- ----------49 -----1---- 98.000
19 __________--------50 ----- -- 100.00
20 ---------- - -50 -------- 100.00
21 ___-___-------------50 - - - 100.00
22 _- ------------l--49 - - - 98.000
23 ___ ------------------45 5_-_- 90.000
24 ____----------------50- -- 100.00
25 ---- 12 -------------------38--- 76.000
26 _____------- ------------50-- 100.00
27 __-_-----------------50- 100.00
28 _____ --------------------50 100.00
overall 98.14
Table 5-6. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifier with binary membership function and class Mahalanobis neighbors for
K=10.
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5.4.2 Membership Function Modification
Originally, elements are assumed to either belong or not to a class (crisp case) since no
previous knowledge of the embedded distributions is known. Assuming a normal
distribution of the class samples did help. Two new memberships are constructed now.
The degree ofmembership of a pattern y in class equals the pattern probability in
that class.
Fuzzy classifier
Distance Measure
Bin. Avg. Bin.Membership function Bjn Avg Class Avg
p \f \f \ f \ f\r\r\
Features M C M C M
Key:
C : Central moments
M : Moments
Bin : Binary
M C M C
Euc. : Euclidean
Avg. : Avg. Mahalnobis
Class : Class Mahalanobis
Figure 5-5. Taxonomy of the different fuzzy classifiers built.
Table 5-7 shows the performance of the fuzzy classifierwith the old and new
membership functions for one distance measure: Euclidean distance measures.
Number
of
Neighbors
Moments Central Moments
Binary
Membership
AverageMah.
Membership
Class Mah.
Membership
Binary
Membership
AverageMah.
Membership
Class Mah.
Membership
1 86.643 86.143 87.357 93.929 94.214 96.214
2 84.071 84.929 87.357 94.785 94 96.214
3 82.93 85.29 87.29 93.71 94.21 96.36
4 83.71 84.79 87.29 93 93.71 96.21
5 82.29 84.21 86.21 92.93 94.21 96.14
6 81.8 83.7 86.9 92.14 94.29 95.64
7 80.07 83.14 86.5 91.286 94 95.929
8 79.071 82.429 86 96.43 93.93 95.79
9 79.14 82.21 84.86 90.64 93.64 95.36
10 78.57 81.86 85.14 89.79 93.29 95.36
Table 5-7. Performance of fuzzy classifier with Euclidean distance measures and different membership functions.
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binary membership function
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Figure 5-6. The effect of using different membership functions on a fuzzy classifier that uses
"Euclidean distance" as its distance measure.
As expected, performance of the classifier was improved using the new membership
functions and this can be seen clearly in Figure 5-6.
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1 41 -
2 -41
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
-1---7--1-----------------
42 8
10
11
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14
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16
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18
19
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26
27
28
overall
38 -
- 47
2 - 2 6
44
- 18 -
- 3 2
30 1
- 40
1 -
1 4
35
50
19 30
39
- 4
- 13
1 - - 23 22
1 - - 3 33
45
- 1 - 1 4 - - - - 27 - - 13
- 50 - -
- - 37 -
2 2
11 1 - - - -
39
49 1 -
- 45 2
49
23
21 28 -
6 43 -
- - 27
48 2
- 44
43
%
82.000
82.000
84.000
76.000
94.000
88.000
60.000
80.000
70.000
100.00
60.000
78.000
46.000
66.000
90.000
54.000
100.00
74.000
78.000
98.000
90.000
98.000
42.000
86.000
54.000
96.000
88.000
86.000
78.57
Table 5-8. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifier with Euclidean neighbors (K=10) and binary membership function.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
8
- - 2
1 42 - - - - -
2 _ 50 - - - -
3 - - 48 - - -
4 -_- 31 -_5--2--2 10 ---------
5 ----38 --3---------------
6 -----44----3---3-------_
7 ______ 46 3--------------1
8 ----2-3 42 --------------3
9 -------- 39 i-5--i-_4---_-
H _____7____40---3--------
12 --------5--40--5--------
13 ---6--------25 19 ---------
14 ___5__4_____3 38 ---------
9 - - -
15 - - -
16 - - 2
48
--1 33 --9-22
17 - - -
18 - - -
19 - - 1
20 - - -
21 - - 1
22 - - 1
23 - - -
24 - - -
25 - - -
50
1 - _ ____ 47 ____!!___
_--l--45_______3
------- 49 !______
---!---_ 46 2-----
2 1
- 49 ------
- - 34 11 - - - -
--5 39----
14 36
26 - - -
27 - - 2
28 - - -
overall
48
45
50
%
84.000
100.00
96.000
62.000
76.000
88.000
92.000
84.000
78.000
100.00
80.000
80.000
50.000
76.000
96.000
66.000
100.00
94.000
90.000
98.000
92.000
98.000
68.000
78.000
72.000
96.000
90.000
100.00
85.14
Table 5-9. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifier with Euclidean neighbors (K=10) and classMahalanobis membership
function.
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5.4.3 Both Membership and Neighbors Search Modifications
The final step was to try combinations of different distance measures and membership
functions. The following table summarizes the results of the classifiers with all the possible
combinations of distance measures and membership functions.
Ne
hb
ors
Moments Central
Moments
Distance
Measure
Euclidean Average Class Euclidean Average Class
Class
Membership
1 87.357 99.214 99.357 96.214 98.643 98.571
2 87.357 99.214 99.357 96.214 98.643 98.571
3 87.286 99.071 99.214 96.357 98.714 98.429
4 87.286 99.214 99.429 96.214 98.714 98.429
5 86.214 99.286 99.143 96.143 98.929 98.357
6 86.857 99.286 99.286 95.643 98.929 98.571
7 86.5 99.286 99.143 95.929 99 98.429
8 86 99.143 99.143 95.786 99 98.5
9 84.857 99.071 98.929 95.357 99 98.571
10 85.143 99.071 99.214 95.357 99 98.5
Average
Membership
1 86.143 97.072 97.143 94.214 96 96.071
2 84.929 97.571 97.857 94 96.286 96.643
3 85.286 97.571 97.929 94.214 96.286 96.714
4 84.786 97.5 97.857 93.714 96.286 97.357
5 84.214 97.571 98.071 94.214 96.571 97.5
6 83.714 97.357 98.357 94.286 96.786 97.429
7 83.143 97.214 98.357 94 96.786 97.429
8 82.429 97.214 98.571 93.929 96.786 97.571
9 82.214 96.929 98.5 93.643 97 97.643
10 81.857 97 98.571 93.286 96.786 97.571
Binary
Membership
1 86.643 99 98.429 93.929 96.429 96.785
2 84.071 98.714 98.714 94.785 97.286 97
3 82.929 98.929 98.714 93.714 96.786 97
4 83.714 98.643 98.643 93 96.5 96.786
5 82.286 98.429 98.357 92.929 96.286 96.571
6 81.786 98.429 98.214 92.143 96.5 96.571
7 80.071 98.357 98.286 91.286 96.5 96.429
8 79.071 98.357 98.357 96.429 96.357 96.357
9 79.143 98.429 98.071 90.643 96.214 96.214
10 78.571 98.214 98.143 89.786 96 96.071
Table 5-10. Classification results summary.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
%
1 50 --------------------------- 100.00
2 -50 ---------__-__-_____---_-- 100.00
3 --50 ---------____--_--------- 100.00
4 ---50 --___--__________----_-- 100.00
5 ----35 ------------------- 15--- 70.000
6 -----50---------------------- 100.00
7 ------50--------------------- 100.00
8 -------50-------------------- 100.00
9 -------- 46 --4----------------92.000
10 ---------so------------------ 100.00
11 -----3---- 47__________-------94.000
12 ----------- 50 ----------------100.00
13 ------------so--------------- 100.00
14 ------------- 50______-__-----100.00
15 ----------____ 50 -------------100.00
16 _--_--__-______ 50 --100.00
17 --------______,__ 50 -----------100.00
18 ------________'___ 46 ___--4--_-92.000
19 ------_________4__ 46 --- - -92.000
20 -----------_______- 50 --------100.00
21 ------______________ 50 -------100.00
22 --------_____________ 50 ------100.00
23 ---------________2----40 8---- 80.000
24 2 48---- 96.000
25 ________________________50--- 100.00
26 --------_______--____----50-- 100.00
27 __________________________50- 100.00
28 ------------___-_-__-------50 100.00
overall 97.000
Table 5-11. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifierwith averageMahalanobis membership function and average Mahalanobis
distance measure for K=10.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
1 50 ---------------------------
2 -50 --------------------------
3 __ 50 _______________----___---
4 --- 50 ------------------------
5 ---- 50 ----------- ------------
6 _____ 50 ----------------------
7 ------ 50 ---------------------
8 _______ 50 --------------------
9 ________48 - - 2 --------------- -
10 ____50 ------------------
11 -----50 -----------------
12 -50 ----------------
13____________50 ---------------
14--- - ---50 --------------
15 - -50 -------------
16 - -- ---50 ------------
17-- - -- --50 -----------
18 50 ----------
19 50 ---------
20 ______-_ -_-------50 --------
21- _ - --50 -------
22___ --- - -50 ------
23 -_ - ---46 4 - - - -
24 _ - --50----
25 ____ 5________--_---_____45 __
26 - . -_ ----- ----50--
27 50-
28 50
overall
%
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
96.000
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
92. D00
100 .00
90. 000
100 .00
100 .00
100 .00
99. 214
Table 5-12. Confusion matrix of a fuzzy classifier with class Mahalanobis membership function and class Mahalanobis
distance measure for K=10.
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Figure 5-7. The effect of using different membership functions and different distance measures on ,
moment based fuzzy classifier.
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Figure 5-8. The effect of using different membership functions and different distance measures on a
central moment based fuzzy classifier.
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Figure 5-9. Final fuzzy classifier's performance comparison.
Figure 5-9 shows clearly the improvement of the classification process as a result ofusing
theMahalanobis distance measures and/or theMahalanobis membership functions.
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6. Summary and Conclusions
This thesis presented a briefdescription of the pattern recognition methods and their
application to the problem ofArabic character recognition. This work involved the
presentation and construction of three main classifiers: a statistical Bayesian classifier, a
feed forward backward error propagation neural network, and a fuzzy KNN classifier.
A brief description of the Arabic writing system and its properties were presented. The
problems and difficulties involved in classifying Arabic characters were discussed. The
similarity between different characters was one of the hardest problems. Many Arabic
characters are similar because they have the same main body and differ only in minor
marks added to that body. Those minor marks may be lost or changed through the
scanning process.
Two different feature spaces were used: moments and central moments feature space and
the pixel values feature space. All the classifiers used moments and central moments
feature space but only the neural network classifier used both spaces. Different similarity
measures for the Bayesian and the fuzzy classifiers and different sizes of the hidden nodes
for the neural network classifier were investigated. Performance, in terms of fraction of
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correct classification, was the main criteria of comparison between the different
classifiers. Performance of the different classifiers was tested against a character image
library developed for this purpose. Detailed comparisons between different versions of the
three main classifiers are described in the chapters dedicated for each classifier. A final
comparison between the three main classifiers can be seen in Figure 6-1.
To have a fair comparison, the following points are taken into consideration:
Since all classifiers used moments and central moments as their discriminant features,
and only the neural network classifier used the pixel values, the comparison will be
based on the moments and central moments as their input domain. (The neural
network with pixel space inputs achieved a high rate of classification; 99 % correct)
The performance of the classifiers will be a function of the different distance measures.
Since the neural network classifier does not use this factor, it will be represented by a
fixed value which is the best performance obtained through all the experiments.
Since two parameters are changing with the fuzzy classifier, the membership function
and the distance measure, and in order to keep the graph in two dimensions, we have
three different curves to represent the fuzzy classifiers, each with different membership
function.
Comparison was made between:
1 . Averaged moments and central moments based neural network classifier with 8
input nodes and 28 output nodes.
2. Averaged moments and central moments based Bayesian classifier.
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3. Averaged moments and central moments fuzzy classifier with binary, average
Mahalanobis and classMahalanobis membership functions.
The next table shows the performance comparison.
Distance Measure
Classifier Euclidean Average
Mahalanobis
Class
Mahalanobis
Bayesian 74.2945 96.464 98.7145
Fuzzy (Binary) 90.286 97.7145 97.607
Fuzzy (Average) 90.1785 96.536 96.607
Fuzzy (Class) 91.7855 98.9285 98.964
Neural 78.52 78.52 78.52
Table 6-1. Final comparison between the three main classifiers.
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Figure 6-1. Final comparison between the three main classifiers.
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As can be seen from Table 6-1 and Figure 6-1, the fuzzy classifier's overall averaged
performance surpassed the performance ofboth the neural and the
Bayes'
classifiers.
Although this work contained only simulations of the different proposed classifiers, it
shows the potential and weak points of each classifier. Figure 6-2 illustrates the
performance of each classifierwhen tested against 50 samples of each the 28 characters.
Recognition of the 28 characters
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Figure 6-2. Different classifiers performance on different characters.
Figure 6-2 suggests the idea of cooperation between the three classifiers to create a
superior classifier. A voting classifier as seen in Figure 6-3 is worth further investigation.
The combined classifier may be constructed by determining a weighting vector to give
more weight to the classifier that is more accurate for each particular character.
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Figure 6-3. A proposed voting classifier.
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classifiers.h
3void Classifier_l(TestData,TrainData,XDimensic)n,Oi-tput.nomber)
void Classifier_l (TestData,TrainData,XDimension,Output, nomber)
int XDimension, nomber;
float TestData[TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float TrainData[TrainThirdDlmension] [no_of_char] [XDimension] ;
int Output [TestFiles+1] [no of char] [no of classif iers+1] ;
{
_ _ _
int TstFile, TrnFile, Feature, TstChar, TrnChar, Index;
float Sum,NewSum;
printf ( "\nSimple Eucledian Distance Classifier \n" ) ;
for( TstFile=l ; TstFile<=TestFiles ; TstFile++ )
for( TstChar=0 ; TstChar<no_of_char ; TstChar++ )
{
Index = 1;
for( TrnChar=0 ; TrnChar<no_of_char ; TrnChar++ )
{
NewSum = 0;
fori Feature=0 ; Feature<XDimension ; Feature++ )
NewSum += Power (TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [Feature]
- TrainData [0] [TrnChar] [ Feature] , 2 ) ;
NewSum = ( -0 . 5 ) *NewSum;
if ( TrnChar == 0 } Sum = NewSum;
else
if (NewSum>Sum)
{
Sum = NewSum;
Index = TrnChar+1;
Output [TstFile] [TstChar] [nomber] = Index ;
voidClassi_ier_2(Te^Data,Tra?nDat^,CoVariance,CovInv,XDimetision>Output,nomber)
void Classifier_2 (TestData,TrainData,CoVariance, Covlnv, XDimension,Output, nomber)
int XDimension, nomber;
float CoVariance [no_of_char+l] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
float CovInv[no_of_char+l] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
float TrainData [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float TestData [TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
int Output [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [no_of_classifiers+ l] ;
{
int TstFile, TstChar, TrnFile, TrnChar, i, j , Index;
float SubSum, Sum, NewSum, varl, var2;
printf ( "\nAvg. Mahalanobis Distance Classifier \n");
fort TstFile=l ; TstFile<=TestFiles ; TstFile++ )
{
for( TstChar=0 ; TstChar<no_of_char ; TstChar++ )
{
Index = 1;
fori TrnChar=0 ; TrnChar<no_of_char ; TrnChar++ )
{
NewSum = 0;
fori i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++ )
{
SubSum = 0;
fori j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++ )
(
varl = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [j] -TrainData [0] [TrnChar] [j] ;
SubSum += varl * Covlnv[0] [i] [ j ] ;
var2 = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] -TrainData [i] [TrnChar] [i]
NewSum += SubSum*var2;
}
NewSum = (-0. 5 ) *NewSum;
if ( TrnChar==0 ) Sum = NewSum;
else
if ( NewSum > Sum )
{
Sum = NewSum;
Index = TrnChar+1;
Output [TstFile] [TstChar] [nomber] = Index;
}
votdClassifier_3(TestData,TrainDai^CWariance,Cov
void Class! fier_3 (TestData, TrainData,CoVariance,CovInv, Det, XDimension, Output, nomber )
int XDimension, nomber;
float Det [no_of_char+l] ;
float CoVariance [no_of_char+l] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
float CovInv[no_of_char+l] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
float TrainData [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float TestData [TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
int Output [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [no_of_classif iers+1] ;
{
int TstFile, TstChar,TrnFile, TrnChar, i, j , Index;
float SubSum, Sum, NewSum,varl, var2;
printf ( "\nClass Mahalanobis Distance Classifier \n" ) ;
fori TstFile=l ; TstFile<=TestFiles ; TstFile++ )
{
fori TstChar=0 ; TstChar<no_of_char ; TstChar++ )
{
Index = 1;
for( TrnChar=0 ; TrnChar<no_of_char ; TrnChar++ )
{
NewSum = 0;
fori i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++ )
{
SubSum = 0;
fori j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++ )
(
varl = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [j] -TrainData [0] [TrnChar] [j ] ;
SubSum += varl * CovInv[TrnChar+l] [j] [i] ;
}
var2 = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] -TrainData [0] [TrnChar] [i] ;
NewSum += SubSum*var2;
)
NewSum = (-0 . 5) *NewSum + ( -0 . 5 ) *Det [TrnChar+1] ;
if ( TrnChar==0 ) Sum = NewSum;
else
if( NewSum > Sum )
{
Sum = NewSum;
Index = TrnChar+1;
Output [TstFile] [TstChar] [nomber] = Index;
void Fuzzy(-C3SiNArray,Ckssify,TestFeaturesJrainFeatoreiSJClassifier,XDlmension,membersh!p)
void Fuzzy ( KNNArray,Classify,TestFeatures, TrainFeatures,Classifier,XDimension,membership)
. int Classifier,XDimension,membership;
struct KNNRecord KNNArray [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [KNN] ;
int Classify[TestFiles+l] [no_of_char] [no_of_classif iers+1] ;
float TrainFeatures [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float TestFeatures[TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
{
int TstFile,TstChar, i, j,k, index, ran;
double Membership_l ( ) ,Membership_2 ( ) ,Membership_3 ( ) ;
double Num, DNum, Sum, NewSum,Uij ;
printf ( "\nFuzzy Classifier\n");
if (membership==3)printf ( "\n(0, 1 ) Membership function\n\n" ) ;
if (membership==2)printf ( "\nGaussian with avg. mah. Membership
function\n\n" ) ;
if (membership==l Iprintf ("\nGaussian with class mah. Membership
function\n\n" ) ;
for (TstFile=l;TstFile<=TestFiles;TstFile++)
for |TstChar=0;TstChar<no_of_char;TstChar++) {
index = 0
NewSum= 0
Sum = 0
for (i=0; i<no_of_char; i++) (
Num = 0 ;
DNum= 0 ;
for(j=0;j<KNN; j ++ ) {
if (membership==l )
Uij =
Membership_l (KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] , i,TrainFeatures,TestFeatures,XDimension) ;
if (membership==2 )
Uij =
Membership_2 (KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [ j ] , i, TrainFeatures,TestFeatures,XDimension ) ;
if ( membership==3)
Uij =
Membership_3 ( KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] , i, TrainFeatures,TestFeatures,XDimension) ;
if |KNNArray[TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] .dist == 0) KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] .dist =
0.00000000001;
Num += (Uij / KNNArray[TstFile] [TstChar] [j] .dist) ;
DNum += (1/KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [j] .dist) ;
}
NewSum = Num / DNum ;
if (i==0) {
Sum=NewSum ;
index = 1 ;
}
else {
if (NewSum>Sum) {
Sum = NewSum ;
index = i+1;
}
}
)
Classify[TstFile] [TstChar] [Classifier] = index ;
void Ma)orityClassifier(HowMany)
void MajorityClassifier (HowMany)
int HowMany;
{
int i,j,k, TstFile, TstChar,UserReply, This, classification, RepArray [no_of_char+l]
for ( TstFile=l ; TstFile<=TestFiles ; TstFile++ )
for ( TstChar=0 ; TstChar<no_of_char ; TstChar++ ) (
for ( i=0 ; i<=no_of_char ; i++ ) RepArray[i] = 0 ;
for ( classification^ ; classification<=HowMany ; classification++
This = Classify[TstFile] [TstChar] [classification] ;
RepArray[This] ++ ;
for ( i=l ; i<=no_of_char ; i++ ) {
if (i==l) This = 1 ;
else
if ( RepArray[i] > RepArray [This] ) This = i
}
Classify[TstFile] [TstChar] [0]=This;
}
void FindM^oril^KKISfArray,Classify?Ciassifier)
void FindMajorityl KNNArray, Classify,Classifier)
int Classifier;
struct KNNRecord KNNArray [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [KNN] ;
int Classify [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [no_of_classifiers+l] ;
{
int RepArray [KNN] , TstChar, TrnChar,TstFile,Neighbour,Multiple=0, index;
int Repetition, This, i, j , k, FinalDecision,UserReply;
float Sum, NewSum;
printf ( "\nMajority of Nearest Neighbours\n" ) ;
for (TstFile=l; TstFile<=TestFiles;TstFile++) {
for (TstChar=0;TstChar<no_of_char;TstChar++) {
Multiple = 0;
for (i=0;i<KNN; i++) RepArray [i] =0;
for (i=0;i<KNN;i++) (
Neighbour = KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] .indx;
Repetition= 0;
for (j=i; j<KNN; j++)
if |KNNArray[TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] .indx == Neighbour ) Repetition++;
RepArray [i] = Repetition ;
)
for(i=0;i<KNN;i++) (
if(i==0) (
This=0;
Repetition=RepArray [0] ;
}
else (
if (RepArray [i] > Repetition) {
This = i;
Repetition = RepArray [i] ;
}
}}
for (i=0,k=0;i<KNN;i++)
if |RepArray[i]==RepArray[This] ) [
index = KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] .indx;
NewSum = 0;
for (j =0; j<KNN;j++)
if (KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] .indx == index)
NewSum =+ KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [j] .dist;
if(k==0) {
Sum = NewSum;
FinalDecision = KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] .indx;
k = 1;
}
else
if (NewSum<Sum) (
Sum = NewSum;
FinalDecision = KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] .indx;
)
}
Classify[TstFile] [TstChar] [Classifier] = FinalDecision ;
features.h
nvoidGetMeans(InpuiAjrray,CnitputArray,ThuTiDimenston^
void GetMeans ( InputArray,OutputArray, ThirdDimension, FileNo )
int ThirdDimension;
int InputArray[TrainFileLength] [CharWidth] ;
float OutputArray[ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [2];
int FileNo;
{
int Char,v_dist,h_dist,i, j , sum,x_junk,y_junk;
for ( Char=0 ; Char<no_of char ; Char++)
{
sum = 0;
x_junk = 0;
y_junk = 0;
for ( v_dist=l,i=Char*CharLength ; i< (Char*CharLength+32 ) ; v_dist++, i++ )
for (h_dist=l, j=0 ; j<CharWidth ; j++,h_dist++)
{
x_junk += h_dist * InputArray [i] [j ] ;
y_junk += v_dist * InputArray [i] [j ] ;
sum += InputArray[i] [j ] ;
}
OutputArray[ FileNo] [Char] [0] = (float) x_junk / sum;
OutputArray [FileNo] [Char] [1] = (float) y_junk / sum;
void GetAvgMeans(InputArray,ThiTdDimen$ion)
void GetAvgMeans ( InputArray, ThirdDimension )
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [2];
{
int File, Char,mean;
float x_j unk, y_j unk;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
{
x_j unk=0;
y_j unk=0;
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
{
x_junk += InputArray[File] [Char] [0] ;
y_junk += InputArray! File] [Char] [1] ;
}
InputArray[0] [Char] [0] = x_junk / ( float ) TrainFiles;
InputArray[0] [Char] [1] = y_junk / ( float JTrainFiles;
voidGetMeanVarianre(InputArray,ThirdPimension)
void GetMeanVariance (InputArray, ThirdDimension)
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray[ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [2];
{
int File, Char;
float vx_junk, vy_j unk;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
{
vx_junk = 0;
vy_junk = 0;
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
vx_junk += Power (InputArray [File] [Char] [0] -InputArray [0] [Char] [0],2);
vy_junk += Power (InputArray [File] [Char] [1] -InputArray [0] [Char] [1],2);
InputArray[ThirdDimension-l] [Char] [0] = vx_junk / Ifloat ITrainFiles;
InputArray [ThirdDimension-1] [Char] [1] = vy_junk / Ifloat ITrainFiles;
voidGetMoments(InputAtraytQutpuiAjTay,ThirdDimension,F-teNo)
void GetMoments ( InputArray,OutputArray, ThirdDimension, FileNo )
int ThirdDimension;
int InputArray[TrainFileLength] [CharWidth] ;
float OutputArray[ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
int FileNo;
{
int p,q, i, j , Char,moment,v_dist,h_dist;
int index [28] [2]={ [0,0], [0,2], [1,1], {2,0), [0,3], (1,2), (2,1), (3,0)
,{ 0,1), {0,4}, {0,5}, [1,0], (1,3), {1,4}, (1,5}
,{2, 2), {2, 3), {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {3,1}, {3, 2}, {3, 3}, {3, 4}
, (4,0), (4,1), {4, 2}, {4, 3}, {4, 4} };
float x_junk,y_junk, sum;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori moment=0 ; moment<no_of_moments ; moment++ )
{
p = index [moment] [0] ;
q = index [moment] [1];
sum = 0;
x_junk=0;
y_junk=0;
fori i=Char*CharLength,v_dist=l ; i< (Char*CharLength+32 ) ; v_dist++, i++ )
for( j=0,h_dist=l ; j<32 ;h_dist++, j++ )
{
x_junk = (float) h_dist;
y_junk = (float) v_dist;
sum += Power (x_junk,p) *Power (y_junk, q) * (float ) InputArray [i] [j ] ;
}
OutputArray [FileNo] [Char] [moment] = sum;
void GetAvgMoments(IriputArray,ThirdDimen-jon)
void GetAvgMoments (InputArray, ThirdDimension)
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
{
int File,Char,Moment;
float m_junk;
fort Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
for (Moment=0 ; Moment<no_of_moments ; Moment++ )
(
m_junk=0;
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
m_junk += InputArray [File] [Char] [Moment] ;
InputArray[0] [Char] [Moment] = m_junk / (float ) TrainFiles;
void GetCentralMoment$(InputAiTayI,litputj4rray2,OutputArray>ThirdDimen$ion,FileNo)
void GetCentralMoments (InputArrayl, InputArray2,OutputArray, ThirdDimension, FileNo)
int ThirdDimension;
int InputArrayl [TrainFileLength] [CharWidth];
float InputArray2 [ThirdDimension] [no_of char] [2] ;
float OutputArray[ThirdDimension] [no of~char] [no of moments];
int FileNo;
~
{
int P,q, i,j , Char,moment,v_dist,h dist;
int index[8] [2]={ { 0, 0} , { 0, 2} , {l7l} , {2, 0} , { 0, 3} , {1, 2} , {2, 1} , { 3, 0) };
float x_junk,y_junk,sum;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
for ( moment=0 ; moment<no of moments ; moment++ )
{
~ ~
p = index [moment] [0];
q = index [moment] [1];
sum = 0;
x_junk=0;
y_junk=0;
for( i=Char*CharLength,v_dist=l ; i<(Char*CharLength+32 ) ;v_dist++, i++ )
fori j=0,h_dist=l ; j<32 ;h dist++,j++ )
{
x_junk = (float) h_dist - InputArray2 [FileNo] [Char] [0] ;
y_junk = (float) v_dist - InputArray2 [FileNo] [Char] [1] ;
sum += Power (x_junk,p) *Power (y_junk,q)* (float) InputArrayl [i] [j] ;
}
OutputArray[FileNo] [Char] [moment] = sum;
voidGetMomentVariance(InpiitArray,ThirdDimension)
void GetMomentVariance ( InputArray, ThirdDimension)
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
{
int File, Char,Moment;
float v_junk;
for( Moment=0 ; Moment<no_of_moments ; Moment++ )
for ( Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
{
v_j unk = 0;
for( File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
v_junk += Power (InputArray [File] [Char] [Moment] -InputArray [ 0] [Char] [Moment], 2);
InputArray [ThirdDimension-1] [Char] [Moment] = v_j unk / (float ) TrainFiles;
void GetCoVariance(InputArray,OutputArray,TbirdDimension,XDimension)
void GetCoVariance (InputArray, OutputArray, ThirdDimension,XDimension)
int ThirdDimension,XDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension] ;
float OutputArray [no_of_char+l] [XDimension] [XDimension];
{
int Char, i, j , File;
float vail, val2, sum;
fori Char=l ; Char<=no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++ )
fori j=0 ; j<XDimension; j++ )
{
sum = 0;
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
{
vail = InputArray [File] [Char-1] [i] -InputArray [ 0] [Char-1] [i]
val2 = InputArray[File] [Char-1] [j ] -InputArray [ 0] [Char-1] [ j ]
sum += vail * val2;
}
OutputArray [Char] [i] [j ] = (sum / (float) TrainFiles ) ;
)
for ( i=0; KXDimension; i++ )
for ( j=0; j<XDimension; j++)
sum = 0;
for ( Char=l ; Char<=no_of_char ; Char++ )
sum += OutputArray[Char] [i] [j];
OutputArray [0] [i] [j] = sum/ ( float )no_of_char;
3voidNormalize_I(InpuiAn-ay,ThirdDmiension,XDimenston)
void Normalize_l ( InputArray,ThirdDimension,XDimension)
int ThirdDimension,XDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
{
int File, Feature, Char;
float sum;
for( Feature=0 ; Feature<XDimension; Feature++ )
{
sum = 0;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
for( File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
sum += InputArray[File] [Char] [Feature] * InputArray [File] [Char] [Feature]
sum = sqrt (sum) /( float )( (TrainFiles-1 ) *no_of_char) ;
for( Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
InputArrayl File] [Char] [Feature] = InputArray [File] [Char] [ Feature] / sum;
void Nonnaiize_2(ItiputArraytTl_i_tlDimen-don,XI>imension)
void Normalize_2 (InputArray, ThirdDimension,XDimension)
int ThirdDimension, XDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension] ;
{
int File, Feature,Char;
float max;
fori Feature=0 ; Feature<XDimension; Feature++ )
{
max = InputArray [ 1] [0] [Feature] ;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
if (InputArray[File] [Char] [Feature] >max) max = InputArray [ File] [Char] [Feature]
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
InputArray [File] [Char] [Feature] = InputArray [File] [Char] [Feature] / max;
void NormalizeJ?(InputArray.ThirdDimension,XDimension)
void Normalize_3 (InputArray, ThirdDimension, XDimension)
int ThirdDimension,XDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
{
int File, Feature,Char;
double sum;
for( Feature=0 ; Feature<XDimension; Feature++ )
{
sum = 0;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
sum +=InputArray[File] [Char] [ Feature] *InputArray [File] [Char] [Feature],
sum = sum / ( (ThirdDimension-2 ) * (no_of_char ) ) ;
sum = sqrt (sum) ;
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
fori File=l ; File<=TrainFiles ; File++ )
InputArrayl File] [Char] [Feature] = (float ) (InputArray [File] [Char] [Feature] / sum);
voidExtractTrainFeatures()
void ExtractTrainFeatures ( )
{
int i,j,k;
float Junk;
printf ("\nExtracting Train File Features\n\n" ) ;
for (i=l; i<=TrainFiles; i++)
{
printf ("\t.\n") ;
Get Image (ImageArray,TrainFileArray [i-1] ) ;
GetMeans (ImageArray, TrainMeans, TrainThirdDimension, i ) ;
GetMoments ( ImageArray, TrainMoments, TrainThirdDimension, i ) ;
GetCentralMoments (ImageArray, TrainMeans, TrainCentralMoments,TrainThirdDimension, i )
)
)
void ExtractTestFeatures()
void ExtractTestFeatures ( )
{
int i, j , k;
FILE *trnfp,*tstfp;
float Junk;
printf ( "\nExtracting Test File Features\n\n" ) ;
for (i=l; K=TrainFiles;i++)
{
printf ("\t.\n") ;
Get Image ( ImageArray, TestFileArray [ i-1 ] ) ;
GetMeans (ImageArray, TestMeans, TestThirdDimens ion, i) ;
GetMoments ( ImageArray, TestMoments, TestThirdDimension, i) ;
GetCentralMoments (ImageArray, TestMeans,TestCentralMoments,TestThirdDimens ion, i ) ;
support.h
float ABs(float inpx) m
float ABs (float inpx)
{
if (inpx<0) inpx = (-l)*inpx;
return ( inpx) ;
void Mea8uteDistance(TestData>TrarnData>KNNArray>XI3imen$ton,CovInv>DistMeas) 3
void MeasureDistance ( TestData, TrainData, KNNArray,XDimension, Covlnv, DistMeas)
int XDimension, DistMeas;
float TrainData [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float TestData [TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float CovInv[no_of_char+l] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
struct KNNRecord KNNArray [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [KNN] ;
{
int
TstFile, TrnFile, TstChar, TrnChar, Feature, Furthest,NNCounter, i,UserReply, j , index;
int Repetition, Classifier, RepArray [KNN] , Neighbour, FinalDecision,Multiple, This;
float Sum, NSUM, NewSum,Distance, x, SubSum,Varl,Var2,New;
double Membership_l ( ) ,Membership_2 ( ) ,Membership_3 ( ) ,Num, DNum,Uij ;
if (DistMeas==0) printf ( "\nEucledian distance is our dist. meas.\n");
if (DistMeas==l) printf ( "\nAvg. Mahalanobis distance is our dist. meas.\n");
if (DistMeas==2) printf ( "\nClass Mahalanobis distance is our dist. meas.\n"),
for (TstFile=l;TstFile<=TestFiles;TstFile++)
for ( TstChar=0; TstChar<no_of_char; TstChar++ ) {
NNCounter=0;
for (TrnFile=l;TrnFile<=TrainFiles;TrnFile++)
for (TrnChar=0;TrnChar<no_of_char;TrnChar++) {
Sum = 0;
NSUM = 0;
New = 0;
if (DistMeas==0)
for ( Feature=0; Feature<XDimension; Feature++ ) {
x = (TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [ Feature] -TrainData [TrnFile] [TrnChar] [Feature]);
Sum += ABs (x) ;
NSUM += fabs (x) ;
}
if (DistMeas==l) {
fort i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++) {
SubSum = 0 ;
for( j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++) (
Varl = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [j ] -TrainData [TrnFile] [TrnChar] [ j ] ;
SubSum += Varl * (Covlnv[0] [i] [ j ] /l ) ;
}
Var2 = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] -TrainData [TrnFile] [TrnChar] [i] ;
New += SubSum * Var2 ;
)
Sum = New;
)
if (DistMeas==2) {
fori i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++) {
SubSum = 0 ;
fori j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++) {
Varl = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [ j ] -TrainData [TrnFile] [TrnChar] [ j ] ;
SubSum += Varl * |CovInv[TrnChar+l] [i] [j]/D;
Var2 = TestData [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] -TrainData [TrnFile] [TrnChar] [i];
New += SubSum * Var2 ;
New;
ift NNCounter<KNN ) {
KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [NNCounter] .dist = Sum;
KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [NNCounter] .file = TrnFile;
KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [NNCounter] .indx = TrnChar+1;
NNCounter++;
}
else {
Furthest = 0;
Distance = KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [0] .dist ;
for ( i=l ; KKNN ; i++ )
if( Distance < KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] .dist ) (
Furthest = i ;
Distance = KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [i] .dist ;
)
if ( Sum < Distance ) {
KNNArray[TstFile] [TstChar] [Furthest] -dist = Sum;
KNNArray [TstFile] [TstChar] [Furthest] .indx = TrnChar+1;
KNNArray[TstFile] [TstChar] [Furthest] .file = TrnFile;
doubleMembership^! (Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension )
double Membership_l (Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension )
int XDimension;
struct KNNRecord Member ;
int Class ;
float Train [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float Test [TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
{
double this;
if ( (Member. indx - 1) == Class ) this = 1;
else this = 0;
return (this ) ;
double AvgMahDist(Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension )
double AvgMahDist (Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension
int XDimension;
struct KNNRecord Member ;
int Class ;
float Train [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float Test [TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
{
int x,y,_,i, j;
double NewSum, SubSum,Varl,Var2;
z = Member . file;
y = Member . indx-1;
NewSum = 0 ;
for( i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++) {
SubSum = 0 ;
for( j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++) {
Varl = Train [z] [y] [j] -Train [0] [Class] [j] ;
SubSum += Varl * (CovInv[Class+l] [i] [j]/l);
}
Var2 = Train[z] [y] [i]-Train[0] [Class] [i] ;
NewSum += SubSum * Var2 ;
}
return (NewSum) ;
doubleMembership_2(Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimensbn )
double Membership_2 (Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension )
int XDimension;
struct KNNRecord Member ;
int Class ;
float Train [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of char] [XDimension] ;
float Test [TestThirdDimension] [no_of char] [XDimension] ;
{
int x, y, z, i, j ;
double NewSum, SubSum,Varl,Var2;
z = Member. file;
y = Member . indx-1 ;
NewSum = 0 ;
for( i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++) {
SubSum = 0 ;
for( j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++) {
Varl = Train [z] [y] [j ] -Train [0] [Class] [j ] ;
SubSum += Varl * (Covlnv [ 0] [i] [ j ] /l ) ;
)
Var2 = Train[z] [y] [i]-Train[0] [Class] [i];
NewSum += SubSum * Var2 ;
}
NewSum = ( -0. 5*NewSum) + (-( 0. 5 ) *Det [Class+1] ) ;
return (NewSum) ;
)
double MembershipJ?(Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension )
double Membership_3 (Member , Class , Train , Test , XDimension )
int XDimension;
struct KNNRecord Member ;
int Class ;
float Train [TrainThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
float Test [TestThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [XDimension];
{
int x,y, z,i, j ;
double NewSum, SubSum,Varl,Var2;
z = Member. file;
y = Member . indx-1;
NewSum = 0 ;
for( i=0 ; KXDimension ; i++) {
SubSum = 0 ;
fori j=0 ; j<XDimension ; j++) {
Varl = Test[z] [y] [j] -Train [0] [Class] [j] ;
SubSum += Varl * (CovInv[Class+l] [i] [ j ] /l ) ;
)
'
Var2 = Test[z] [y] [ i] -Train [0] [Class] [l] ;
NewSum += SubSum * Var2 ;
)
NewSum = I -0 . 5*NewSum) + I -0 . 5*Det [Class+1] ) ;
/*
NewSum = exp (-0 . 5*NewSum) ;
NewSum = NewSum / sqrt (Det [Class+1] ) ;
NewSum = NewSum / (16*PI*PI*PI*PI ) ;
if (Class==y) NewSum = NewSum*100 ;
return (1000000*NewSum) ;
*/
return (NewSum) ;
void KeadMArray(Array,File>Z,YtX)
void ReadlntArray (Array, File, Z,Y,X)
int Z,Y,X;
int Array[Z] [Y] [X];
char *File;
{
int i, j , k;
FILE *fp;
int junk;
fp = fopenlFile, "r" ) ;
for ( i=l ; K=z ; i++ )
for ( j=0 ; j<Y ; j ++ )
for ( k=0 ; k<X ; k++ )
{
fscant ( fp, "%d", Sjunk) ;
Array[i] [j ] [k] = junk;
fclose ( fp) ;
void ReadFloatArray(An-ay,File,Z,Y,X)
void ReadFloatArray (Array, File, Z,Y,X)
int Z,Y,X;
float Array[Z] [Y] [X] ;
char *File;
{
int i, j , k;
FILE *fp;
float junk;
fp = fopen(File, "r" ) ;
for ( i=l ; i<=Z ; i++ )
for ( j=0 ; j<Y ; j++ )
for ( k=0 ; k<X ; k++ )
{
fscanf (fp, "%f", Sjunk) ;
Array[i] [j] [k] = junk;
}
fclose ( fp) ;
voidWriteIntArray(ArrayrFile,Z,Y!,X)
void WritelntArray (Array, File,Z,Y,X)
int Z,Y,X;
int Array[Z] [Y] [X] ;
char *File;
{
int i , j , k ;
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen ( File,
"w" ) ;
printf ( "===\n" ) ;
for ( i=l ; K=Z ; i++, fprintf ( fp, "\n\n" )
for ( j=0 ; j<Y ; j++, fprintf ( fp,
"\n" ) :
for ( k=0 ; k<X ; k++ )
fprintf (fp,"%d\t",Array[i] [j] [k] ) ;
fclose I fp) ;
voidWriteFloatArray(Array,File,Z,Y,X)
void WriteFloatArray (Array, File, Z,Y,X)
int Z,Y,X;
float ArraytZ] [Y] [X] ;
char *File;
{
int i,j,k;
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen (File, "w" ) ;
printf ("===\n") ;
for ( i=l ; i<=Z ; i++, fprintf ( fp, "\n\n" )
for ( j=0 ; j<Y ; j ++, fprintf ( fp, "\n" )
for ( k=0 ; k<X ; k++ )
fprintf lfp,"%f\t",Array[i] [j ] [k] );
fclose I fp) ;
voidWriteSpecialArray(Array,File,ZXX)
void WriteSpecialArray (Array, File,Z, Y,X)
int Z,Y,X;
struct KNNRecord ArrayfZ] [Y] [X];
char *File;
{
int i, j , k;
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen ( File, "w" ) ;
for ( i=l ; i<=z ; i++, fprintf ( fp, "\n\n" ) )
for ( j=0 ; j<Y ; j ++, fprintf ( fp, "\n" ) )
for ( k=0 ; k<X ; k++, fprintf ( fp, "\n" ) ){
fprintf (fp,"%d\t",Array[i] [j] [k] .indx) ,
fprintf |fp,"%d\t",Array[i] [j] [k] .file) ;
fprintf (fp, "%f\t",Array[i] [j ] [k] .dist) ;
>
fclose ( fp) ;
void ReadSpecialArray(Array>FtleaZ,Y,X)
void ReadSpecialArray (Array, File, Z, Y,X)
int Z,Y,X;
struct KNNRecord Array[Z] [Y] [X];
char *File;
{
int i, j , k,djunk;
float fjunk;
FILE *fp;
fp = fopen ( File, "r" ) ;
for ( i=l ; i<=Z ; i++)
for ( j=0 ; j<Y ; j++ )
for ( k=0 ; k<X ; k++ ) {
fscanf ( fp, "%d", Sdjunk) ;
Array[i] [j] [k] .indx = djunk;
fscanf ( fp, "%d", &djunk) ;
Arrayti] [j] [k] .file=djunk;
fscanf (fp, "%f", ifjunk) ;
Arrayti] [j] [k] .dist=fjunk;
)
fclose ( fp) ;
J
preparch
void Geflmage(image arrayjnput fOe)
void Getlmage (image_array, input file)
int (* image_array) [TrainFileLength] [CharWidth] ;
char *input_file;
{
int col, row;
FILE *ifp;
int (* row_ptr) [CharWidth] = *image_array, input;
if ( |ifp=fopen(input_file,"r") ) == NULL)
printf ( "Could not open %s . \n", input file);
else
{
for ( row=0 ; row<TrainFileLength ; row++, row_ptr++)
for ( col=0 ; coKCharWidth ; col++ )
{
input = getc(ifp) ;
while ( (input !=' 0' )_& (input !='l' ) )
input = getc(ifp);
* ( (*row_ptr)+col) = input-48;
)
fclose (ifp) ;
void Printimage(input_arrayJrows>cob)
void Printlmage (input_array, rows, cols )
int (*input_array) [TrainFileLength] [CharWidth];
int rows, cols;
{
int (*row_ptr) (CharWidth] = *input_array, row, col;
for (row=0 ; row<rows ; printf ( "\n" ), row++, row ptr++)
for (col=0 ; coKcols ; col ++)
printf ("%d".* I (*row_ptr ) +col ) ) ;
void PrintMoments(InputArray,ThirdDimension)
void PrintMoments { InputArray, ThirdDimension)
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
{
int File, Char,Moment;
printf ("\n\n") ;
fori File=l ; File<ThirdDimension-l ; File++/*,printf ( "\n" ) */ )
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++/* , printf ( "\n" ) */ )
for ( Moment=0 ; Moment<no_of_moments ; Moment++)
printf ("%13.6f\n ", InputArray [File] [Char] [Moment] ) ;
void PrintMeans(InputArray,ThirdDimension)
void PrintMeans ( InputArray, ThirdDimension )
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray [ThirdDimension] [no_of_char] [2],
{
int File, Char;
printf ("\n\n") ;
for( File=0 ; File<ThirdDimension ; File++,printf ( "\n" ) )
fori Char=0 ; Char<no_of_char ; Char++,printf ( "\n" ) )
printf("x [%d]=%13.6f y
[%d]=%13.6f",File,InputArray[File] [Char] [0] , File, InputArray [ File] [Char] [1]
voidPrintCoVarianc<Ii^utAn-ayJhirdDimension)
void PrintCoVariance ( InputArray, ThirdDimension)
int ThirdDimension;
float InputArray[no_of_char] [no_of moments] [no of moments];
{
int Char,i,j;
printf ("\n\n") ;
fori Char=0 ; Char<=no_of_char ; Char++,printf ( "\n\n" ) )
for( i=0 ; Kno_of_moments , i++,printf ( "\n\n" ) )
fori j=0 ; j <no_of_moments ; j++ )
printf ( "%13.6f ", InputArray [Char] [i] [j] ) ;
float Power(float base, int power)
float Power ( float base, int power)
{
if(base==0) return(O.O);
if(power==0) return(l.O);
if(power==l) return (base ) ;
base = base * Power (base, power-1 )
return (base) ;
InitConfusion(Input)
InitConfusion (Input )
int Input [no_of_char] [no_of_char]
{
int i,j;
for (i=0; Kno_of_char; i++)
for (j=0 ; j<no_of_char; j++)
Input [i] [j] =0;
1
void PrintConfiision(Input,ClassifierNo,Qutput)
void PrintConfusion (Input,Classif ierNo,Output )
int Input [TestFiles+1] [no_of_char] [no_of_classif iers+1] ;
int Output [no_of_char] [no_of_char] ;
int ClassifierNo;
{
int file, Char, score, junk, i,j ;
float total=0;
for (i=0; Kno_of_char;i++)
for ( j=0; j<no_of_char; j++)
Output [i] [j]=0;
for ( Char=0; Char<no_of_char ; Char++ )
{
for ( file=l ; file<=TestFiles ; file++ )
{
junk=Input [file] [Char] [ClassifierNo];
Output [Char] [junk-1] +=1;
printf!" ");
for ( j=l; j<=no_of_char; j++)
printf ("%2d ", j ) ;
printf ("\n") ;
printf ( "\n" ) ;
for (i=0;Kno_of_char; i++ )
{
printf ( "%2d ",i+l);
for I j=0; j<no_of_char; j++)
if (Output [i] [j]==0)
printfl"
- ") ;
else
printf ("%2d ",Output [i] [j ]) ;
total += 100* (float)Output[i] [i]/ ( float ) TestFiles;
printfl" %5.3f",100* ( float ) Output [i] [i]/ (float )TestFiles ) ;
printf ("\n") ;
)
printf!" \t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t\t %5.3f total .", total/no_of_char)
votdGetMatrix(OutputArray,InputFife,rows,cols)
int rows, cols;
float OutputArray [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
char *InputFile;
{
FILE *ifp;
int i,j;
float junk;
if ( !ifp=fopen(InputFile,"r") ) == NULL)
printf ( "\nCould not open %s . \n" , InputFile ) ;
else
{
for(i=0 ; Krows ; i++,printf ( "\n" ) )
for(j=0 ; j<cols ; j++)
{
fscanf(ifp,"%lf", Sjunk) ;
OutputArray [i] [j]=junk;
printf ( "%10.5f ", OutputArray [i] [j] ) ;
}
fclose (ifp) ;
}
neural.h
void CopyVector(input_array_ptr,outPut_array_ptr,rows)
void CopyVector ( input_array_ptr, output_array_ptr , rows )
int rows;
float (*input_array_ptr ) [rows] ;
float (*output_array_ptr ) [rows] ;
{
int row;
float 'source, *destination;
for ( row=0 ; row<rows ; row++)
{
source = *input_array_ptr;
destination = *output_array_ptr;
destination [row] =source [row] ;
void CopyArray(input_arrayjitr,output_arrayjptr,rows,cols)
void CopyArray ( input_array_ptr, output_array_ptr, rows, cols )
int rows, cols;
float (*input_array_ptr ) [] [cols];
float (*output_array_ptr ) [] [cols];
{
int row, col;
float ( *source_ptr ) [cols] =*input_array_ptr;
float ( *destination_ptr ) [cols] =*output_array_ptr;
for (row=0 ; row<rows ; source_ptr++, destination_ptr++, row++ )
for (col=0 ; coKcols ; col++)
* ( ( *destination_ptr )+col ) =* I I *source_ptr ) +col ) ;
void Neural16(Runs,TrainFiles,LearningRate)
void Neural 16 (Runs,TrainFiles,LearningRate)
int Runs,TrainFiles;
float LearningRate;
{
int i, j , r, TrnFile, Char, ppp;
float sum, error, tot_error, sub_error;
float weightl [nnll] [nnl2] ;
float weightml [nnll] [nnl2] ;
float weight2[nnl2] [nnl3] ;
float weightm2 [nnl2] [nnl3] ;
float theta2[nnl2] ;
float thetam2 [nnl2] ;
float theta3[nnl3] ;
float thetam3 [nnl3] ;
float err2[nnl2] ;
float err3 [nnl3] ;
float input [nnll] [no_of_char] ;
float opd [nnl3] [nnl3] ;
float op2[nnl2] ;
float op3 [nnl3] ;
FILE *fp,*fpl,*efp;
/* Message To be displayed to the user */
printf ("\n- Each File is Loaded AGAIN in each RUN and is passed to the NN An"),
printf("\n- W(t+1) =W(t) ONLY \n");
printf ("\n- Parameters :-");
printf ("\n\tLearning Rate %f", LearningRate) ;
printf ("\n\tNo of Training Files %d", TrainFiles ) ;
printf ("\n\tNo of Runs %d\n\n" ,Runs ) ;
efp = fopen ( "errorl6.out", "w" ) ;
/*
Prepare Desired 0/P
for (j=0; j<nnl3; j++) {
for(i=0;i<nnl3;i++) {
if (i==j)
opd[i] [j]=1.0;
else
opd[i] [j]=0.0;
)
}
opd[25] [4]=-l;
opd[4] [25]=-l;
opd[23] [24]=-l;
opd[24] [23]=-l;
/* Initialize
for (i=0;Knnll;i++) (
for ( j=0; j<nnl2; j ++ ) {
weightl[i] [j] =drand48 ( ) -. 5;
weightml [i] [j ]=drand4 8 ( )-. 5;
}
)
for (i=0;Knnl2;i++) {
for ( j=0; j<nnl3; j++) {
weight2[i] [j] =drand48 ( ) -. 5;
weightm2[i] [j]=drand48( )-.5;
)
}
for (i=0;Knnl2;i++) {
theta2[i] =drand48 ( ) -. 5;
thetam2[i]=drand4 8( )-.5;
)
for (i=0;Knnl3;i++) {
theta3[i] =drand48 ( ) -. 5;
thetam3[i]=drand48 ( )-.5;
/* Read Input
for (r=0;r<Runs;r++) {
error = 0;
printf(" Run No. = %d\n\n",r);
for (TrnFile=0;TrnFile<TrainFiles;TrnFile++) {
Get Image16 ( input, TrainNames [TrnFile] ) ;
/* output at first layer */
tot_error = 0;
for (Char=0;Char<no_of_char;Char++) {
for (i=0;Knnl2;i++) (
op2[i]=0.0;
for (j=0; j<nnll; j++) (
op2 [i]=op2 [i]+input [j ] [Char] *weightl [ j ] [i] ;
)
op2[i]=1.0/ |1.0+exp(-op2[i]+theta2[i] ) ) ;
output second layer */
for (i=0;Knnl3;i++) {
op3[i]=0;
for (j =0; j<nnl2;j++) {
op3[i]=op3[i]+op2[j]*weight2[j] [i] ;
}
op3[i]=1.0/(1.0+exp(-op3[i]+theta3[i] ) );
/* error at output layer
for (i=0;Knnl3;i++) {
err3[i]= op3 [i] * (l-op3 [i] ) * (opd [i] [Char] -op3[i]),
I*
-update the weights at outputlayer-
for ( j=0; j<nnl3; j++) {
for (i=0;Knnl2; i++) {
welght2[i] [ j ] =weight2 [i] [ j ] +LearningRate*err3 [ j ] *op2 [i] ;
theta3 [ j ] =theta3 [ j ] +LearningRate*err3 [ j ] ;
CopyArray(weight2,weightm2,nnl2,nnl3) ;
CopyVector (theta3,thetam3,nnl3) ;
/*
error layer two
for (i=0;Knnl2;i++) (
sum=0;
for ( j=0; j<nnl3; j++) {
sum=sum+err3 [ j ] *weight2 [i] [ j ]
)
err2[i]=op2[i]* |l-op2[i] )*sum;
}
/*
update the weights
for (j=0;j<nnl2;j++) {
for (i=0;Knnll;i++) {
weightl[i] [ j ] =weightl [i] [ j ] +LearningRate*err2 [j ] *input [i] [Char]
)
theta2 [ j ]=theta2 [j ] +LearningRate*err2 [j ] ;
]
CopyArray (weightl ,weightml , nnll , nnl2 ) ;
CopyVector ( theta2, thetam2, nnl2 ) ;
sub_error = 0.0;
for ( i=0;Kno_of_char ; i++ ) {
sub_error += err3 [i] *err3 [i] ;
}
tot_error += sub_error;
if(r==Runs-l ss TrainFiles-TrnFile<2 ){
for ( i=0; Kno_of_char; i++ ) {
printf ("%2.2f ",op3[i] ) ;
}
printf ( " \n" ) ;
printf ("% 9. 8f\n", tot_error/no_of_char ) ;
fprintf (efp, "%f", tot_error/no_of_char ) ;
error += (tot_error/no_of_char ) ;
}
if ( (r%5)==0 ) {
WriteArray (weightl, "weightl .dat", nnll, nnl 2 ) ;
WriteArray (weight2, "weight 2 .dat", nnl2, nnl 3) ;
WriteVector (theta2," theta2.dat ",nnl2) ;
WriteVector (theta3, "theta3 ,nnl3 ) ;
Testl6(10) ;
)
void Test!6(TesfFiles)
void Testl6(TestFiles)
int TestFiles;
int i, j , Char, TstFile, TrnFile, testl,test2, test3, test4, loop;
float weightl [nnll] [nnl2] ;
float weight2[nnl2] [nnl3] ;
float theta2[nnl2] ;
float theta3[nnl3] ;
float input [nnll] [no_of_char] ;
float op2[nnl2] ;
float op3 [nnl3] ;
int Confusion [no_of_char] [no_of_char] ;
testl = ReadArray (weightl, "weightl.dat", nnll, nnl2) ;
test2 = ReadArray(weight2,"weight2.dat",nnl2,nnl3) ;
test3 = ReadVector(theta2,"theta2.dat",nnl2) ;
test4 = ReadVector (theta3, "theta3.dat", nnl3) ;
if( testl!=OK || test2!=OK || test3!=0K || test4 i=OK)
exit (0) ;
printf ("\nTest was done with the following parameters: -\n") ;
printf ("\nLearning Rate %f", LearningRate) ;
printf ( "\nMomentum Rate %f",Momentum) ;
printf ("\nTest Files %d\n\n" , TestFiles ) ;
InitCon fusion (Confusion) ;
/* Read Input
fori TstFile=0 ; TstFile<TestFiles; TstFile++){
Getlmagel6 I input , TestNames [TstFile] ) ;
/* output at first layer
for (Char=0;Char<no_of_char;Char++) {
for (i=0;Knnl2; i++) {
op2[i]=0.0;
for ( j=0; j<nnll; j ++ ) {
op2 [i]=op2 [i]+input [j] [Char] *weightl [ j ] [i]
}
op2 [ i ] =1 . 0/ ( 1 . 0+exp ( -op2 [ i ] +theta2 [ i ] ) ) ;
output second layer
for (i=0;Knnl3;i++) {
op3 [i]=0;
for ( j=0; j<nnl2; j ++ ) {
op3 [i] =op3 [i] +op2 [j ] *weight2 [ j ] [i]
}
op3[i]=1.0/ (1. 0+exp |-op3[i]+theta3[i] ) ) ;
)
UpdateConfusion ( Char , Confusion, op3 ) ;
}
)
PrintConfusion (Confus ion,TestFiles ) ;
}
common.h
extern int Confusion [] [no of_char] ;
extern int Classify [] [no_of_char] [no of_classifiers+l] ;
extern int ImageArray [] [CharWidth] ;
extern float CoVariance [] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
extern float CovInv[ ] [no_of_moments] [no_of_moments] ;
extern float Determinant [] ;
extern float TrainMeans [] [no_of_char] [2] ;
extern float TrainMoments [] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
extern float TrainCentralMoments [] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
extern float TestMeans [] [no_of_char] [2] ;
extern float TestMoments [ ] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
extern float TestCentralMoments [ ] [no_of_char] [no_of_moments] ;
extern struct KNNRecord KNNArray [] [no_of_char] [KNN] ;
extern char *TrainFileArray [ ] ;
extern char *TestFileArray [] ;
extern char *GoodTrainFiles [ ] ;
constant.h
Sdefine PI 3.1456
#define TrainFileLength 896
#define CharWidth 32
#define CharLength 32
#define no_of_char 28
#define TrainFiles 50
#define TestFiles 50
#define TestThirdDimension 50+2
#define TrainThirdDimension 50+2
#define no_of_moments 8
Sdefine no_of_classifiers 18
struct KNNRecord
{
int indx;
int file;
float dist;
};
char *TrainFileArray[50]={
"trainl", "train2", "train3", "train4", "train5", "train6", "train7" , "train8", "train 9" , "trainlO"
,
"trainll"
,
"trainl2"
, "trainl 3" , "trainl 4" . "trainl 5" , "trainl
6"
,
"trainl7"
,
"trainl8"
, "trainl
9"
, "train2 0", "train21", "train22", "train23", "train24", "train25", "train26", "train27", "train28"
. "train2 9", "train30", "train31", "train32", "train33", "train34", "train35", "train36", "train37"
, "train38", "train39" , "train4 0", "train41", "train42",Mtrain43","train44","train4 5","train4 6"
, "train4
7"
, "train4
8"
. "train4 9" ,
"train50" } ;
char *GoodTrainFiles [10]={
"goodl"
, "good2", "good3", "good4", "good5", "good6", "good7", "good8", "good9", "goodlO" } ;
char *TestFileArray [50]={
"testl","test2", "test3", "test4" , "test5" , "test6", "test7", "test8", "test 9" , "test10" ,
"testll", "test12", "test13", "testl4", "test15", "test16" , "test17" , "testl8", "testl9", "test20",
"test21"
,
"test22"
, "test 2
3"
, "test2 4
"
, "test
25"
,
"test26"
,
"test27"
,
"test28"
, "test2
9"
, "test 30" ,
"test31", "test32", " test33" , "test 34 " , "test35", "test36" , "test37" , "test38" , "test 39", "test 40",
"test41", "test42", "test4 3" , "test 4 4 " , "test45", "test 4 6", "test4 7" , "test 4 8" , "test 4 9", "test50")
bayesian.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "constant. h"
?include "prepare. h"
#include "support. h"
?include "classify. h"
?include "nrutil.h"
?include "common. h"
?include "numrec.h"
?include "features. h"
main ( )
{
FILE *fp;
float junk;
int i, j , k, user_reply;
ReadFloatArray(TrainMoments, "trainmom. 50", 50, 28, 8) ;
ReadFloatArrayfTrainCentralMoments, "traincmom. 50", 50,28,8) ;
ReadFloatArray(TestMoments, "testmom. 50", 50, 28, 8 ) ;
ReadFloatArray(TestCentralMoments, "testcmom. 50" , 50, 28, 8) ;
GetAvgMoments (TrainMoments, TrainThirdDimension ) ;
GetAvgMoments (TestMoments, TestThirdDimension ) ;
GetAvgMoments (TrainCentralMoments, TrainThirdDimension) ;
GetAvgMoments (TestCentralMoments,TestThirdDimension ) ;
printf ("\n Moments \n" ) ;
GetCoVariance (TrainMoments, CoVariance,TrainThirdDimension,no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov ( CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArrayfKNNArray, "moments . euc" , 50, 28, KNN ) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray, Classify, TestMoments, TrainMoments, l,no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 1, Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ( "\n Central Moment \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainCentralMoments, CoVariance,TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov (CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "cmoments . euc" , 50, 2 8, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestCentralMoments, TrainCentralMoments, 2, no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 2, Confusion) ;
printf ("\n\n" ) ;
printf ( "\n Moments \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainMoments, CoVariance,TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov ( CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpeci a lArray (KNNArray, "moments . avg", 50, 28, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestMoments, TrainMoments, 3, no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 3,Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ("\n Central Moment \n" ) ;
GetCoVariance (TrainCentralMoments, CoVariance, Tra inThirdDimens ion, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov (CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "cmoments .
avg"
, 50, 2 8, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestCentralMoments, TrainCentralMoments, 4, no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 4,Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ("\n Moments \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainMoments, CoVariance, TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov ( CoVariance , Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArraylKNNArray, "moments . els", 50, 2 8, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestMoments,TrainMoments, 5, no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 5,Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ("\n Central Moment \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainCentralMoments,CoVariance,TrainThi rdDimension,no_o f_moments ) ;
InvertCov (CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "cmoments .els", 50, 28, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestCentralMoments,TrainCentralMoments, 6,no_of_moments, 1 ) ,
PrintConfusion (Classify, 6, Confusion) ;
printf
("\n\n" ) ;
printf("\n Final Majority Classifier \n");
MajorityClassifier ( 6 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 0, Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
fuzzy,c
?include <stdio.h>
?include <math.h>
?include "constant. h"
?include "prepare. h"
?include "support. h"
?include "classify. h"
?include "nrutil.h"
?include "common. h"
?include "numrec.h"
?include "features. h"
main ( )
{
"
FILE *fp;
float junk;
int i, j , k, user_reply;
ReadFloatArrayl TrainMoments, "trainmom. 50" , 50, 28, 8) ;
ReadFloatArray (TrainCentralMoments, "traincmom. 50", 50, 28, 8);
ReadFloatArraylTestMoments, "testmom. 50", 50, 28, 8 ) ;
ReadFloatArraylTestCentralMoments, "testcmom. 50", 50, 28, 8 ) ;
GetAvgMoments (TrainMoments, TrainThirdDimension) ;
GetAvgMoments (TestMoments, TestThirdDimension ) ;
GetAvgMoments (TrainCentralMoments, TrainThirdDimension ) ;
GetAvgMoments (TestCentralMoments,TestThirdDimension) ;
printf ( "\n Moments \n" ) ;
GetCoVariance (TrainMoments, CoVariance, TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov (CoVariance,Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray(KNNArray, "moments . euc" , 50, 28, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestMoments, TrainMoments, 1, no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 1, Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n") ;
printf ( "\n Central Moment \n" ) ;
GetCoVariance (TrainCentralMoments, CoVariance, TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov (CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpeci a lArray (KNNArray, "cmoments . euc", 50,28, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray, Classify, TestCentralMoments, TrainCentralMoments, 2,no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 2,Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ("\n Moments \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainMoments, CoVariance, TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov ( CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "moments. avg", 50, 28, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray, Classify, TestMoments, TrainMoments, 3,no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 3, Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ( "\n Central Moment \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainCentralMoments,CoVariance,TrainThirdDimension,no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov (CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "cmoments . avg", 50, 28, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray, Classify, TestCentralMoments, TrainCentralMoments, 4 , no_of_moments, 1 ) ,
PrintConfusion (Classify, 4, Confusion) ;
printf ( "\n\n" ) ;
printf ("\n Moments \n");
GetCoVariance ( TrainMoments , CoVariance , TrainThirdDimension, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov ( CoVariance, Covlnv, no_of_moments ) ;
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "moments. els ",50, 2 8, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestMoments, TrainMoments, 5, no_of_moments, 1 ) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 5, Confusion) ;
printf
("\n\n" ) ;
printf ( "\n Central Moment \n");
GetCoVariance (TrainCentralMoments, CoVariance, Tra inThirdDimens ion, no_of_moments ) ;
InvertCov I CoVariance, Covlnv, no of moments);
~~
ReadSpecialArray (KNNArray, "cmoments. els ",50, 2 8, KNN) ;
Fuzzy (KNNArray,Classify, TestCentralMoments, TrainCentralMoments, 6, no_of_moments,l)
PrintConfusion (Classify, 6, Confusion) ;
printf ("\n\n") ;
printf ("\n Final Majority Classifier \n" ) ;
MajorityClassifier ( 6) ;
PrintConfusion (Classify, 0, Confusion) ;
printf ("\n\n") ;
neural.c
?include <stdio.h>
?include <math.h>
?include <stdlib.h>
?include "constl6.h"
?include "neurall6.h"
double drand48 (void) ;
main ( )
Neurall6(10,10,0.1) ;
Testl6(25) ;
Neurall6m(30,10, 0.1,0.1) ;
Testl6(25) ;
Neurall6(30,10,0.15) ;
Testl6(25) ;
Neural 16m (30, 10, 0.15, 0.05)
Testl6(25) ;
